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MSU buys option on Paducah land
Former regent chair feels funds
could be used on main campus
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
In an effort to further solidify a presence in McCracken County, Murray
State University put down $50,000
Wednesday night on an option to
acquire 23 acres for the expansion of
the Paducah campus.
The acreage is part of land along an
area called Barkley Woods in Paducah
that was to be auctioned,

MSU President Dr. Randy Dunn
said the move that had to be made
quickly per the university goal to
increase its presence M Paducah.
"We must be in Paducah in a
stronger way and the window of availability for an option on this property
was an opportunity we had to act on
quickly."' he said.
According to Dunn, the hold on the
land does not mean that Murray State
will purchase it or build on it, but is

another option for MSU's Board of
Regents and the Paducah Task Force to
consider.
-This action is in no way intended to
short circuit the good work of the task
tarce examining our extended campus
in Paducah," said Dunn.
The task force was created in
November to examine ways of expanding Murray State University's services
to McCracken County.
Since
November the task force has considered various model options including
utilizing West Kentucky Community
and Technical College facilities, constructing a new facility owned by

Murray State, building a postsecondary
eclacation facility and considering the
purchase of other vacant facilities in the
Paducah area.
-The most important thing here is to
have as many choices available to our
board of regents as possible so they
have the flexibility in what they decide
to do," said Becky Watts, deputy director to Dunn. "This actually keeps
another option open."
The land option was a decision made
by university administration through
the president's discretion. Under KRS
164A.575, the authority for option purchases are delegated by administrative

regulation to a university president who
may further delegate authority to the
financial vice president.
However, the actual purchase of the
land cannot be approved without the
regents' approval.
-It doesn't lock the university into
anything. certainly it doesn't lock the
board of regents into anything." Watts
said. 'The option can't be exercised
without board of regent action."
Regent Marilyn Buchanon said such
funding could be used on the main campus instead of elsewhere

II See Page 3A

Calloway
contingent
to lobby for
68/80 finish
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
A contingent of Murray and Calloway County government officials will meet in Frankfort Friday to lobby state government to
czle
eo .
te
t four-lane construction of U.S. 68/Ky. 80 from Muiray to
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet is now planning to construct four lanes between U.S. 641 and Brinn Road, but has opted to
construct only a ''super-two" two-lane highway between Brinn Road
and Ky. 1836 in Coldwater.
A super-two is a two-lane highway that is built to the specifications of a four-lane including broad shoulders, longer curves and
sight distances, special safety features and other standards.
Calloway Judge-Executive Larry Elkins said Murray City
Administrator Matt Mattingly, Bob Jackson, representing the
Murray-Calloway County Economic Development Corporation, and
county magistrates will meet with :epresentatives of Gov. Steve
Behear's office Friday. They will be joined by Rep. Melvin Henley,
D-Murray, to put pressure on Frankfort to complete all four lanes.
Murray Republican Sen. Ken Winters. who cannot make the
meeting Friday because of a previously-scheduled engagement, said
Wednesday that he has communicated with the governor's office
about the issue and plans to do so again before Friday.
Elkins says he hopes state officials will take a look at how close
the project is to completion and make a decision to finish the work.
"I think if we can get some decision makers on the ground out
there and they can see the level of completion of the project that they
will realize that it makes no sense to just do two lanes of it and leave
the other two," he said.
Elkins hopes the Calloway County group can accomplish the task
alone. However if unsuccessful, help from officials in Graves and
other counties may be sought to assist any further efforts.
''At this point we're not actually trying to twist anybody's arm.
We're just trying to convince them that it is in the state's best interest — certainly our best interest — to complete it as planned," he
said.
Construction already underway will lay four lanes of pavement
from U.S. 641 to Brinn Road, which is slated for completion in late
summer or early fall. However due to lack of funds, transportation
officials are planning to construct a two-lane highway between
Coldwater and Brinn Road at a cost of around $10 million.
The two-lanes will connect to four-lane sections at Bonn Road
and Coldwater when completed; possibly this year depending on
weather, bidding and contractor schedules.
State highway officials have said the two-lane sections will likely be bid at the end of the month.
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Max Bishop, a Red Cross swimming instructor who works as a lifeguard at Murray-Calloway Central Park swimming pool,
keeps a close watch on small children playing in the water. When around water, Bishop recommends that small children always
be watched by a parent or adult guardian whether a lifeguard is on duty or not.

Parents key to pool safety
By TOM BERRY
Even in water that is not over a child's
Staff Writer
head, the danger of drowning remains.
The near drowning of a five-year-old boy
"We've got the luxury of having a pool
pulled froni the bottom of a four-foot pool where a five-year-old can play and It's not
by a lifeguard at a Paducah park swimming going to he over his head, but they still need
pool Monday afternoon is a call for more to be watched," Sykes said.
caution around pools and any other body of
He explained that young children will
water.
often rush into trouble not knowing what
Although the McCracken County boy they are doing. "They have no fear. They
was rescued, the danger of drowning even in will rush into the water and go where they
a crowded public swimming pool with life- shouldn't go. Even for a child that can swim,
guards on duty is evident, according to Mike it only takes seconds for that kid to struggle
Sykes, director of the Murray-Calloway on the surface before he goes down."
County Pool at Central Park.
Parents should also take the precaution of
Sykes says parents or adult guardians putting life jackets on children in the water
should never take their eyes off a child near and not depend on "floaties" or "swimor in the water, even at a guarded facility. He mies," portable but unreliable flotation
says it's very easy for parents to assume that devices that can be attached to the child's
because lifeguards are present that children arms, torso or neck or held in the hand or
don't need to be watched very closely.
under the arms like the popular "noodles."
-They might get a false sense of security
"A swirnmie is not a life jacket," Sykes
being at a guarded facility. The guards are said. "If they are on a float or have swimobviously watching the kids and everything, rnies they are supposed to be within an arm's
but a five-year old kid who cannot swim has reach of a parent."
no business in water over his head and may
Murray-Calloway County Red Cross
even 'wall-walk' (around the edge of the Swim Instructor Max Bishop says no one,
pool) into deeper water," he said.
youngster or adult, should ever take foolish
'The guards are watching, but you would nsks in or around water.
think that when you have a four- or five"My number one rule is never swim
year-old that a parent is watching that alone," Bishop said. "That is probably the
child," Sykes added. "A child should never most important thing anyone can do is to
come in to a pool without a responsible adult never swim alone and don't let their kids
watching them like a parent or even an older swim alone. Even if you are an adult, it's
brother or sister."
good to have somebody around just in case
That doesn't mean letting an eight or because accidents happen.
even a young teenager watch a child. They
"You may have a medical problem you
can be too easily distracted, putting the don't know about happen. You could have
younger child in danger.
some sort of seizure in the water. Who

AUTO • HOME • LIFE • HEALTH
Call today for a
FREE Quote!

knows'?"
Not running, diving into shallow water
or engaging in dangerous horseplay around
the pool is also important.
"You really have to watch that particularly with young teenagers and younger children." Bishop said. "Don't run and we
always recommend that you have at least
nine feet of water to dive in."
Bishop also stressed the importance of
life jackets around water, particularly for
anyone that cannot swim that may be on a
boat or even wading near the edge of a lake
or other body of water.
"I can't say enough about how important
a life jacket can be,- he said. "If you can't
swim, don't go near the water without one."
According to the latest national statistics
from Centers for Disease Control officials,
drowning is the second leading cause of
unintentional injury-related death for children between the age of one and 14; about
830 children each year. Nine people drown
in the United States every day and twothirds of all drownings occur between May
and August.
Approximately 75 percent of child
drownings occur because of a lapse of adult
supervision of less than five minutes.
According to SafeKids Worldwide. 3,600
injuries occur to children during neardrowning incidents each year. For infants
less than I year, drowning is the third leading cause of death.
Home swimming pools are the most

•See Page 3A
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Rice responds to Iranian missiles with warning

AP
In this image made available from Sepah News website
owned by trans Revolutionary Guards, showing Iran's
Shahab-3 missiles being launched from an undisclosed location on Wednesday which officials have said have a range of
1,250 miles and is armed with a 1-ton conventional warhead.
Iran test-fired long-and medium-range missiles during the day
on Wednesday, that officials say is in response to U.S. and
Israeli threats, state television reported.
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By ANNE ClEARAN
AP Diplomatic Writer
TBILISI, Georgia (AP) -Secretary of State Condoleezia
Rice warned Iran today that the
United States will not hack
down in the face of Iranian
threats against Israel,
Iran answered hours later
with another round of missile
tests
state
television
Iranian
reported today that the missiles.
fired Wednesday and again
overnight, demonstrated that the
country can defend itself against
an attack by Israel or the United
States. The weapons included
missiles launched from naval
ships in the Persian Gulf. along
with torpedoes and surface-tosurface missiles, the broadcast
said.
Earlier, Rice closed her threeday European trip with words of
warning: "We are sending a
message to Iran that we will
defend American interests and
the interests of our allies."
Rice noted U.S. efforts to
increase its own security presence in the Persian Gulf and the
defense capabilities of U.S.
allies there.
"We take very very strongly
our obligations to help our allies
defend themselves and no one
should be confused about that,"
she said.
Rice tied the first round of
the Iranian missile tests to U.S.
plans for a future missile shield,
which would theoretically protect Eastern Europe from missiles launched from Iran.
The system would place

radar interceptors in the
Czech
Republic,
a
former Soviet
satellite, and
in
missiles
Poland. That
drawn
has
protests from
Rice
Russia,
who
says
that's
uncomfortably close.
Such a missile defense system "will make it more difficult
for Iran to threaten and ... say
terrible things, because their
missiles won't work," Rice said.
Rice's trip to Eastern Europe
highlighted the troubled U.S.
relationship with Russia. Rice's
visit began with a celebration of
U.S plans to base anti-missile
defenses in countries once under
the Soviet hand, aid a warning
from Russia that d may respond
with unspecined military action.
It ended with a public display of
close U.S. ties to Georgian
President Mikhail Saakashvili, a
Russian nemesis.
Georgia's relations with
Russia have deteriorated since
Saakashvili came to power in
2004. Saakashvili is pushing for
Georgia's integration into the
West . and its NATO military
alliance; Moscow sees Georgia
as part of its sphere of influence.
Appearing at a news conference with Rice, Saakashvili
thanked the U.S. for its support
of Georgia's territorial integrity
and criticized Russia for conducting what he called a "post
Cold War land grab." He joked
about an incident earlier this

week in which Russian planes
Moscow recently sent in
allegedly flew near the Georgian additional forces, a move
capital.
as
Saakashvili denounced
"It looks like some people "aggression."
have not noticed that the Cold
"It is very important that all
War as over." he said.
parties reject violence as an
Rice said Russia had a option. There must be a peaceful
responsibility to restore stability resolution and that's what we'll
in Georgia and that Russia work for." Rice said, speaking
should "behave in that way -- with Saakashvili outside the
resolving and solving the prob- president's future headquarters.
lem and not contributing to it."
lbe partly built structure was
Earlier. Rice met with draped with a three-story drapGeorgian opposition politicians ery painted to resemble the
and social activists, telling them design of the finished building
the United States supported
Georgia has said it suspects
Georgia's struggles for democ- Russia of using peacekeeping
racy and pluralism following troops as a cover to bring
flawed elections won earlier this artillery and other heavy
year by Saakashvili, the U.S.- weapons into Abkhazia. and has
backed president.
flown pilotless reconnaissance
Rice had all but dared drones over the breakaway
Moscow to critique her visit to region.
this former Soviet republic
Georgia accused Russia of
locked in a shoving match with
shooting down a spy drone earliRussia that has seen Russia
er this year, which Russia
close its border with Georgia
denied. U.N. observers studied
and impose trade and other
video footage and concluded
restrictions.
that a Russian fighter did shoot
Georgia has long accused
down the drone.
Russia of aiming to annex
The Abkhazia dispute was a
Abkhazia and another separatist
reason for Rice's visit.
Georgian region. South Ossetia. chief
not
Both have been outside the U.S. officials say Georgia is
has
Russia
that
blameless
but
Georgian government's control
since the end of separatist wars helped make the situation truly
dangerous.
in the mid-1990s.
Russia's president, Dmitry
Russia does not formally recognize either region's separatist Medvedev. met with President
government, but it maintains Bush during the Group of Eight
close contacts with them and has summit in Japan this week and
granted passports to most of the told him that Russia would like
regions' residents. Russia has "to normalize our relations with
peacekeeping forces in both Georgia. but so far we do not see
regions; Georgia accuses the sufficient will- on the part of the
Russian forces of supporting the Georgian leadership. aide Sergei
Prikhodko said.
separatists.

Al-Qaida link sought in Turkey attack
ISTANBUL. Turkey (AP) — Turkish investigators are trying to determine whether of one of
the gunmen in a deadly attack on the U.S. consulate in Istanbul was linked to al-Qaida terrorists.
an official said Thursday.
Erkan Kargin, one of the three attackers killed
by police outside the consulate Wednesday, had
traveled to Afghanistan, said a government official, who spoke on condition of anonymity
because he was not authorized to speak to the
media.
Police have said they suspect the armed men
were linked to al-Qaida even though the assault
did not match the terror group's usual hallmarks,
such as coordinated attacks by suicide bombers
that cause mass casualties.
The Dogan news agency quoted Interior
Minister Besir Atalay as saying Thursday that four
people had been detained as part of the investigation into the attad, which resulted in the deaths of
three police officers along with the three
assailants,
One of the assailants fled the scene in a car. It
was not immediately clear if he was among the
four detained Thursday.
"They chose one of the best protected buildings in Turkey, not because they wanted to blew it
up. but because they knew it would attract world
attention," said Ihsan Bal, head of terrorism studies at Ankara-based International Strategic
Research Organization.
The bearded gunmen emerged from a car and
AP
Li arat; aricti dead, then swarmed the guard
Turkish police officers watch from a high vanconsulate,
where
quarters at the entrance to the
dunng a ceremony to honour the
two policemen were killed, according to security tage point
video. Officers fired back, killing three of the dead, for the three slain comrades at the
assailants — all Turks — as bystanders fled for police headquarters in Istanbul, Turkey, today.
An armed attack against the U.S. Consulate
cover.
Turkish authorities have been increasingly tar- in Istanbul left three policemen and three
geting suspected Islamic militants since al-Qaida- assailants dead Wednesday.
linked suicide bombers killed 58 people in 2003
"There is nothing more sensational than attackby targeting two synagogues, the British consulate
ing
the U.S. consulate for an Islamic militant."
and a British bank in Istanbul.
said Emin Demirel, a Turkish terrorism expert and
Turkey also has been cracking down on both
author of "Al-Qaida Elements in Turkey."
ultranationalists who have attacked Christians and
"However, this attack certainly lacks the sophistion Kurdish rebels, two groups it deems a threat to
cated hallmarks of al-Qaida.the country's security.

Senate Ms
eavesdrop
median!
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Bowing to President Bush's
demands.
the
Senate
approved and sent the White
House a bill Wednesday to
overhaul bitterly disputed
rules on secret government
eavesdropping and shield
telecommunications companies from lawsuits complaining they helped the U.S. spy
on Americans.
The relatively one-sided
vote,69-28, came only after a
lengthy and heated debate
that pitted privacy and civil
liberties concerns against the
desire to prevent terrorist
attacks. It ended almost a
year of wrangling in the
Congress
Democratic-led
over surveillance rules and
the president's warrantless
wiretapping program that
was initiated after the Sept.
II, 2001, terrorist attacks.
The House passed the
same bill last month, and
Bush said he would sign it
soon.
Opponents assailed the
eavesdropping
program,
asserting that it imperiled citizens' rights of privacy from
government intrusion. But
Bush said the legislation protects those rights as well as
Americans' security.
"This bill will help our
intelligence
professionals
learn who the terrorists are
talking to, what they're saying and what they're planning," he said.
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University of Louisville
president refuses raise, bonus
LOUISViLLE, Ky (AP) — The president of the University of
Louisville has requested he not receive a pay raise or a bonus, citing
tough economic times for the school
The U-of-L board is expected to approve university President
James Ramsey's request Thursday
Ramsey would receive the same lump sum payment of $700
other lull-time faculty ane staff members are expected to receive tnis
fiscal year
Ramsey's contract makes him eligible for a bonus of more than
$113,000 for the 2007-06 academic year
The board earlier approved a university budget that includes $6 1
million in cuts

City council makes stand
against smoking ban
FLORENCE. Ky. (AP) — City council members in the northern
Kentucky city of Florence have voted against a proposed smoking
Dan despite strong public support for the measure
The council voted 5-0 on Tuesday against the ban, which would
restrict smoking in all public buildings, including restaurants and
bars. Councilman Mel Carroll said he was concerned the ban would
infringe on the rights of individuals and business owners.
The vote, however, was largely symbolic because the council has
no say on whether the ban will be approved. Mayor Diane Whalen
fevers the ban, though she is worried the process hasn't been transparent enough at the county level.

Court reinstates Ky. man's
suit over Ford engine
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP)-- A federal appeals court has reinstated a
lawsuit alleging that Ford used an earlier model engine known to
have problems in its 2004 F-250 Series Super Duty trucks.
The 6th Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati ruled Wednesday
that Kenneth E. Corder Sr. of Louisville could pursue the suit against
Ford. The court split 2-1 ri favor of Corder, finding that under the
Kentucky Consumer Protection Act, Corder suffered an -ascertainable loss of money or property."
"The engine in the 2003 F-250 truck was notohous for widely publicized deficiencies, including 'leaky fuel injectors, oil leaks, broken
turbochargers, wiring harness troubles, faulty sensors, defective
exhaust gas recirculation valves and bad computers," Judge William
Schwarzer wrote for the panel.
Judge David McKeague said the two-judge majority misinterpreted Kentucky's law as it applied to Corder's case.

Grand jury declines to
indict police officer
NICHOLASVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A grand jury in central Kentucky
has declined to indict a police officer who police say mistakenly drew
his gun and shot a man when he intended to use his Taser to break
up a fight.
The incident happened in April when Nicholasville notice Lt. Bill
Jones and another officer were assisting in a child custody exchange
outside the police department. Police said at the time that Jones
meant to use his Taser but instead drew his pistol and shot 26-yearold Michael W McCarty of Jeesamine County.
McCarty's ex-wife. Amanda McCarty, and her boyfrieno, Nathan
MacLaren, were at the department to pick up McCarty's son. Police
said Michaet McCarty punched MacLanen In the hoed. He is charged

with misdemeanor assault and is scheduled for trial Sept. 19.
A Jessamine County grand jury that met in June declined to indict
Jenes. Michael McCarty's lawyer. Gatewood Galbraith, told the
LexOgton Herald-Leader he plans io file a lawsuit over the incident

...

From Front
common site for a drowning to
occur for a child between the
ages 1 to 4 years of age.
According to a national study
of drowning-related incidents
involsing children, SafeKids
said a parent or caregiver
claimed to be supervising the
child in nearly 9 out of 10 of
those incidents.
Approximately 75 percent of
pool-submersion deaths and 60
percent of pool-submersion
injuries occur at a home.
Sixteen percent of drowning
deaths in children under five
years of age are at a family or
friend's pool while 17 percent
of deaths occur at a public pool.

Townerier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
tonight (Thursday) at 6 at the
board office on College Farm
Road. Items on the agenda
include the Phase II renovation project, consent agenda
items, 2007-08 ESS Final
Reports and an executive
session for continuation of
superintendent evaluation.
• The Murray City
Council will meet tonightat
630 p.m. in the council
chambers at City Hall. Items
on the agenda include the
first reading of two rezoning
requests from the Planning
Commission. The Murray
Transportation Committee
will meet at 6 p.m. in the
council chambers at City Hall
to discuss the addition of a
stoplight at 641 North and
Utlerback Road.
Murray
The
•
of
Board
Independent
Education is scheduled to
meet at 7 tonight in the central office boardroom of the
Administration
Carter
Building on 13th Street. On
the agenda for the meeting is
consideration for a revision
of construction work on the
parking lot at Murray High
School, setting a date for the
board's annual business
retreat set for July 19. action
on student fees for 2008-09,
emergency full-time and
adiunct certifications and
Head Start audit and financial reports.
SI To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

Jvturray-Calloway County
KENTUCKY

Chamber OfCommerce
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KSP searches for suspect
MAYFIELD. Ky. -- Kentucky State
is seeking information on the
whereabouts of Mason Lynn Courtney.
Courtney is wanted for several burglaries
in the Ballard and Graves County communities.
Courtney is described as a 27-year-old
white male. 5-feet. 10-inches tall, 140
pounds with brown hair and blue eyes.
Police

He is tube i.onsidered alined

41111.1 danger-

ous.

Courtney was last seen driving a Red
1999 Mazda Protege with il Kentucky
License Plate of 790-BFW.
Citizens are encouraged not to
approach Courtney, but to contact the
Kentucky State Police, Mayfield Post, at
12701 )06-3721 or I -800-222-5555
Courtney

Family: Lexington soldier killed by bomb in Iraq
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP} —
After his first few months in
Iraq. Bill McMillan's mother, a
military wife herself, asked him
if the U.S. military should be
there.
He told her pulling out now
would be wrong, she said
Wednesday, a day after he was
killed when a homemade bomb
hit his vehicle. Five other soldiers were injured in the blast.
Spc. William McMillan Ill, a
22-year-old Army medic, told
his mother, Marge McMillan, he
saw good things happening in
Iraq, that he went out into the
communities and was able to
help people suffering from illnesses.
"He was a good medic," she
said in a telephone interview
from her home in Lexington.

where McMillan's wife has been
living since he left for Iraq in
December. "He got lots of compliments on the stuff that he
did."
Indeed, a two-star general
recently pinned the Bronze Star
on him. Marge McMillan said.
His family, including his
father. Capt. William McMillan
Jr., a West Point graduate who
served in Vietnam, hadn't had
time to get all the details of what
led to the medal during his first
tour of Iraq. "I know he had
saved some lives," his mother
said.
"We had told him, 'One
Bronze Star is enough, start
ducking,— she recalled from a
telephone conversation.
She says her son was a standout athlete at Hargrave Military

Academy in Virginia, where he
was captain of the football,
wrestling and lacrosse teams.
He attended Virginia Military
Institute for a year, then enlisted.
He was stationed at Schofield
Barracks in Hawaii.
"He must have really gotten
hit hard," Marge McMillan said.
"He was a really strong kid."
McMillan was due home on
leave in September_ His wife.
Elizabeth, a student at the
University of Kentucky, said she
talked to her husband just hours
before he was killed. His mother
talked to him the day before.
Marge McMillan said her son
— who is also survived by a sister. Lauren, and a brother, Brad
-- always managed to get to the
phones. His family talked to him
two or three times a week.

III Paducah land ...

•
•
•
Wes,
Interstate
24
across
from
the
opportuJanuary. 2009 with
From Front
nity for a three month extension Kentucky Community and
Technical College, is a portiod
"The board is definitely after that.
29-acre piece owned by
-The interesting thing about of
divided on using university
funds for expensive land for a acquiring this option is if you Falconite Properties, Inc. The
low priority project." the 'former exercise your option within the leftover six acres and additional
board of regent chair said in a window or you do the extension, property owned by Falconite
telephone interview."We need a the option applies to the pur- Properties, Inc. were to be auctioned off today.
new university farm, the third chase price," said Watts.
Dunn said that discussions
Murray State University
phase of our science complex
and a new library on our main began taking a closer look at with West Community and
McCracken County demograph- Technical College and the
campus."
College
Junior
The regents will discuss the ics when the Kentucky Council Paducah
matter during their September for Postsecondary Education Foundation will continue.
"During the option period
issued a Double the Numbers
meeting.
Current regent and task force mandate to universities across (six months), we will also concommittee chair Alan Stout was the Commonwealth. The man- tinue to discuss possible land
unavailable for comment this date stated that universities use on the college campus with
and
the
PJC
needed to double the numbers of WKCIC
morning.
Foundation Board," said Dunn.
The total price of the land is undergraduate degrees issued.
President
Dr.
WKCTC
On the heels of the mandate,
SI million and if the regents
decide to exercise the !and Dunn instated a university goal Barbara Veazey was unavailable
option, the $50,000 will be of the 12xI2 initiative - a goal for comment this morning.
applied to the total price tag. If to reach 12,000 students by Wayne Sterling. president of the
the option is not exercised, the 2012. In order to accomplish Greater Paducah Economic
both goals, the university will Development Council, declined
$50,000 is lost.
According to the press have to draw on the student mar- comment because the project is
still in process.
release from Murray State, the ket in McCracken County.
The acreage, located on
option
continues
through
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The Small Busine.Ns Academy is a series of 10, 1 hour
panel discussions with topics geared toward small
businesses. You may attend one or all of these important, topical seminars to gain a better understanding
of what it takes to succeed in today's economy.
Each session is conducted in one hour and lunch will
be provided. This series is FREE to chamber members
in good standing.
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Bank of Cadiz & Trust Co.

0% APR*
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Financing Options
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AP NEWS ANALYSIS
BY MATTHEW LEE

Collision Course
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The United States and Iran
appear on a collision course in the Middle East, firing off
mixed messages that are raising world tension and roiling oil
markets amid fears that an eventual confrontation may be
military.
Both insist war is not imminent, but their sharp words
and provocative actions are stoking uncertainty as Washington
and Tehran joust for strategic supremacy in the oil-rich
region where American might — along with that of its top
ally in the area, Israel — has long been dominant.
Concern spiked on Wednesday when Iran test-fired nine
long- and medium-range missiles during war games in the
Strait of Hormuz. aiming to show it can retaliate against any
U.S. or Israeli attack. The display followed a joint military
exercise by Israel and Greece last month in the Mediterranean that many saw as a warning to Iran.
The Iranian missile tests drew a quick response from
Washington, which said the launches were further reason not
to trust a country that it already accuses of fomenting instability in Iraq. supporting Israel's foes and attempting to build
nuclear weapons. The testing sent oil pnces higher before
they calmed down later in the day.
This despite the fact that leaders on both sides -- President Bush and Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad —
had just this week tried to tamp down speculation that the
use of force is inevitable.
As he nears the end of his presidency. Bush says repeatedly that diplomacy is his preferred option to deal with any
threat posed by Iran's nuclear program, although he has just
as often refused to take the military option off the table.
Ahmadinejad, who has often spoken of wiping Israel off the
map, this week dismissed talk a war as a "funny joke."
"I assure you that there won't be any war in the future,"
Ahmadinejad said Tuesday during a visit to Malaysia.
Shortly after Wednesday's missile tests, the White House
didn't fling out any dire new warnings to Iran but settled
for saying the testing was "completely inconsistent with
Iran's obligations to the world" and served to further isolate
the country.
Defense Secretary Robert Gates and Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice stood clear of discussing possible military
responses, arguing that the tests instead were proof that a
proposed missile shield for Europe, a system that has drawn
vehement opposition from Russia, is vital to defending U.S.
interests and allies.
At a Pentagon news conference, Gates allowed that there
had been a "lot of signaling going on" in the escalation of
rhetoric between Iran. Israel and the U.S., but he added he
does not think confrontation is closer.
So why does speculation about conflict continue to grow?
A main reason may be that neither side appears able to
judge the other's true intent.
U.S. officials say they can't discern Iran's motivations, citing the closed nature of the regime and ostensible differences between the country's hardline Islamic religious leaders, its Revolutionary Guards and moderates. Some Iranian
leaders may want peace, but not others, they say.
While Ahmadinejad tones down his rhetoric, others in
Tehran have stepped up warnings of retaliation if the Ameri.
cans — or Israelis — launch military action against Iran's
tiuclear sites. They threaten to hit Israel and U.S. regional
bases with missiles and stop oil traffic through the vital Gulf
region.
Wednesday's launches "demonstrate our resolve and might
against enemies who in recent weeks have threatened Iran
with harsh language," said Gen. Hossein Salami, the Revolutionary Guard's air force commander, according to state
media. "Our hands are always on the trigger and our missies are ready for launch," he was quoted as saying.
At the same time, the Iranian leadership may face a similar quandary in judging U.S. intentions. While Bush, Gates
and Rice are stressing diplomacy, other, more hawkish, elements of the administration, notably Vice President Dick
Cheney. are using more bellicose language similar to that of
Israeli officials who have been more outspoken about the
possible use of force.
And, with Bush's second term waning, Iran's calculations
are also likely to be guided by, what it thinks the policies of
the next U.S. president will be.
The Republican and Democratic candidates, John McCain
and Barack Obama, both agree Iran is a threat. But they
differ on how to deal with it.
Obama said the tests underscored the need for direct
diplomacy with Tehran, while McCain's response mirrored
that of the Bush administration and focused on tougher sanctions against Iran.
Some analysts believe Bush will act militarily against Iran
before he leaves office in six months and that if he doesn't,
McCain will, if he is elected.
John Pike, the director of GlobalSecurity.org, a defense,
security and space intelligence consultancy. is one.
"Bombing is either going to be the last thing Mr. Bush
does or the first thing Mr. McCain does," he said.
Matthew Lee covers U.S. foreign policy for the Associated
Press and has reported on diplomacy and international
affairs for 14 years.
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MOON RACE
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'ID WHOEVER BUILDS
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A $50 MILLION PRIZE
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BEFORE THE
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ENERGY INDEPENDENCE
LET'S GIVE $300 MILLION
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A BATTERY THAT MAKES
ELECTRIC CMS MORE
PRACTICAL...
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OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor,
The news has not been encouraging
lately regarding the food price increases
and their link to fuel costs and ethanol
production. Ethanol is a renewable fuel
resource, produced by U.S. farmers,
unlike crude oil, the bulk of which is
imported under pricing that is controlled by a cartel.
About one-fourth of the U.S. corn
crop goes into ethanol production,
allowing plenty of corn for livestock
feeding, food production and exports.
Worldwide, only 2 percent of the corn
market goes into ethanol.
Ethanol actually helps hold down the
retail cost of gasoline, resulting in a 35
to 40 cents-per-gallon savings compared
to what those prices would be if that
much more oil was needed to meet
current demand. That means consumers
will spend around $50 billion less for
their fuel this year because of ethanol.
Ethanol production yields substantially more energy than it consumes during
production, about 67 percent more in
fact. We are growing and producing
this transitional renewable fuel now to
offset soaring crude oil imports as scientists work to develop the next generation of energy sources, including cellulosic ethanol, hydrogen, liquid coal, or
other fuels of the future.
Higher fuel costs are impacting our
lives in many ways including the rise
in food prices. Of this year's food price
rise, 44 percent is due to energy while
19 percent pertains to higher labor
costs, according to the USDA. While
none of us enjoys paying more at the
pump, restaurant, or grocery store, we
are still fortunate to celebrate our freedom in this great nation.
Supporting agriculture

and all local industry,
Mark Paschall, President
Calloway County Farm Bureau
To the Editor,
Hindsight has some remarkable features. It clarifies some events while
clouding others. This is exemplified in
a couple of recent letters to the editor.
One, by Mark Blankenship, praised
Abraham Lincoln for the usual reasons
while excoriating Kentuckians in 1860
for the sparse votes they gave to Lincoln. Those Kentuckians knew Lincoln
better than Mr. Blankenship, who has
accepted the Lincoln myth taught in
our public schools. The Kentuckian's
knowledge and foresight were confirmed
by Lincoln's pre-war actions and by his
vicious conduct of the war.
In his first inaugural address Lincoln
threatened the South with war and told
them the reason. It involved Federal
tariffs, which were crippling the South
while enriching the North. He also stated in this address that he had no purpose to interfere with the institution of
slavery. He didn't raise the slavery
issue until the war was half over, and
then it was for a political cause rather
than a humanitarian one. As a matter
of fact, the Union army enslaved
Blacks across the South during the war
and slaves continued to work on the
Capitol dome even as the war progressed. And Lincoln's racism and contempt for Blacks were evident from his
actions and comments.
The Southern states had seceded and
formed a separate. independent country
with no intentions of rebelling against
the North. And the ability to secede
was retained by the states when they
accepted the Constitution. But Lincoln,

against the opposition of the majority
of his cabinet and the Federal Army,
engineered an ingenious mechanism to
goad the South into firing the first
shot, then declared war without consulting Congress. And this war took more
American lives than all of our other
wars combined, to this day. It depleted
the South of a generation of its best
and brightest.
During the war Lincoln organized a
secret police force which closed down
many Northern newspapers and imprisoned their editors for disagreeing with
his policies. Many became political
prisoners simply because they wished
for peace instead of war. Several historians have called Lincoln a dictator.
And indeed he rammed through the
"indemnity act." even without Senate
approval, which provided immunity for
him, his cabinet and the military
against unconstitutional arrests.
After the war, Jefferson Davis was
confined to a dungeon for almost two
years, awaiting trial. Ultimately he was
simply released because it finally
became obvious that Davis would win
and the Southern Cause would be vindicated.
I shudder to think of the results of
electing another Illinois liberal to the
presidency, as Mr. Blankenship advocates. I share this emotion with the
writer of another letter, Vernon Anderson, who is my good friend and shooting buddy. He has written eloquently in
opposition to Mr. Blankenship. But he
too is a victim of the Lincoln myth,
believing him to have been a proponent
of limited government. He was exactly
the opposite.
Don D. Duncan
Murray
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Obituaries
Mrs. Carolyn Adams

AP

In this Aug. 29 2000 photo, Patsy Ramsey speaks as her
husband, John Ramsey, listens dunng a short new conference in Atlanta. Prosecutors say new DNA tests have cleared
JonBenet Ramsey's family in the 1996 killing of the 6-yearold beauty queen.

Finding Jon Benet's killer
still remains 'final goal'
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BOULDER. Colo. (API -- the family's home in Boulder on
The family of Jon Benet Dec. 26, 1996. Patsy Ramsey
Ramsey still holds out hope the said she found a ransom note
6-year-old beauty queen's killer demanding $118,000 for her
will be found, her aunt said this daughter.
mc.-ning., a day after prosecuFor years after the slaying,
tors cleared the girl's father. tabloids and crime shows went
brother, and deceased mother in after the couple. and thenher slaying.
District Attorney Alex Hunter
"We
still
said in 1997 that the parents
don't have our
were under an "umbrella of susyet.
killer
picion." News reports also cast
That's our final
suspicion on JonBenet's brother,
goal, and that's
who was 9 when his sister was
the goal that
killed.
we're still striv"It has been too many years
ing toward, and
for this family to have suffered
we won't stop
the injustice of being falsely
until we get
Ramsey accused of a crime they did not
there,"
said
commit,- said L. Lin Wood,
Pam Paugh, Patsy Ramsey's sis- lawyer for Patsy's husband,
ter, on CBS-The Early Show." John.
"She went to her maker knowEarly in the investigation.
ing that she had a clear con- Police found male DNA in a
science and a full heart."
drop of blood on JonBenet's
Armed with a few invisible underwear and determined it
skin cells, prosecutors are now was not from anyone in her famcertain they have the DNA pro- ily. Investigators were unable to
file of the man who killed 6- say who it came from and
year-old JonBenet Ramsey whether that person was the
Finding the man himself is killer.
another matter.
In 2003, the Ramseys got a
Investigators hoping to solve major boost when a federal
the nearly 12-year-old crime judge handling a defamation
will have to locate a match in a lawsuit involving the couple
growing national DNA database said the evidence was more conthat currently has more than 5 sistent with the theory that an
million offenders' profiles.
intruder killed JonBenet.
How long it might take
Three years later, only
depends on whether the killer months after Patsy Ramsey died,
has any major brushes with the the case seemed to veer into
law that would make him sub- absurdity when John Mark Karr.
ject to a mandatory DNA test.
an
American
teacher in
"If this person has no crimi- Thailand. offered a bizarre connal record and has never been fession to the slaying.
DNA-typed in another case, this
He was whisked to Colorado
murderer is going to be on our but was released after prosecustreets," said Larry Pozner, a tors concluded he couldn't have
Denver attorney and a past pres- killed her, and once again there
ident
of
the
National was no prime suspect.
Association
of
Criminal
Then, late last year. prosecuDefense Lawyers.
tors turned over long underwear
The evidence against an JonBenet was wearing to the
unknown "third party- came Bode Technology Group near
Wednesday when prosecutors Washington. which looked for
announced that new tests point- "touch DNA," or skin cells left
ed to a mystery attacker and behind where someone has
cleared JonBenet's parents and touched something. The lab has
her older brother Burke.
only been using this technology
It was a vindication for the for about three years.
Ramsey family, hut the girl's
The laboratory found previmother. Patsy, had not lived long ously undiscovered genetic
enough to see it. She died of material on the sides of the girl's
cancer in 2(8)6.
long underwear, where an
John Ramsey found his attacker would have grasped the
daughter's strangled and bludg- clothing to pull it down, authoreoned body in the basement of ities said.

Mrs. Annabel LAIWIS lloodssiesit

The funeral for Mrs. Carolyn Adams will be Friday at 10 a.m. in
Mrs. Annabel Lewis Houdashelt, 86, Lowes, died Wednesday.
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home, Jim Phillips July 9. 2008. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
will officiate. Congregational singing will be held. Burial will folShe worked at Standard Brands in Columbus. Ohio, Pomeroy
low in the Antioch Church of Christ Cemetery. Visitation will be at High School. G &
the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
Auto Parts and retired from Holzer Medical Center as an EKG
(Thursday). Expressions of sympathy may be technician She was an alumna of Pomeroy High School class of
made to St. Jude Children's Hospital, P.O. Box 1940 and graduated from Bliss Business College, Columbus. Ohio.
3704, Memphis, TN 38173
She was a cancer survivor and represented Gallia County in 1979 at
Mrs. Adams, 75, Murray, died Wednesday. July the Ohio State American Cancer Society.
9, 2(108, at Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville,
Preceding her in death were her husband, Milton Houdashelt, to
Tenn. She was an avid reader and demonstrated it whom she had been married for 57 years, and one brother. Carl
by reading to countless children and through her Wayne Lewis. killed in France during World War II. Born June 18.
work as the business manager for Calloway 1922, in Nashport. Ohio. she was the daughter of the late Paul H.
County Public Library for over 45 years. She also and Lola E. Lewis.
was a driver for the Bookmobile for several years.
Survivors include two daughters. Anita Moore and husband.
Adams
A hobby was working with flowers. A cancer sur- Keith, Lowes. Ky., and Beverlee Haskins
and husband. Jeff.
vivor, she participated in the Relay for Life. She Gallipolis, Ohio; two grandsons. Jason Moore.
Henderson. and Brad
was a member of Union Grove Church of Chnst and had previous- Houdashelt, Yonkers. N.Y..
three great-grandchildren.
ly attended Green Plain Church of Christ and Coldwater Church of
The funeral will be Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at Gallipolis Christian
Christ. Preceding her in death were her husband, Ken Adams; one
Church. Burial will follow in the Gilmore Cemetery, Minersville.
son, Kenny Adams, one grandson. Josh Adams; and one sister,
Ohio. The family will receive friends one hour prior to the service.
Pamela Harrison. Born Jan. 31. 1933, in Graves County, she was the
Visitation will be at the Creennens Funeral Home. Racine, Ohio.
daughter of the late Perry D. Harrison and Virginia Blye Turrentine
from 4 to 8 p.m. Friday and at Creemens Funeral Home. Gallipolis.
Harrison.
from 4 to 8 p.m. Saturday.
Survivors include one daughter. Donna Matthews and husband,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to a church or chanty of
Greg. Cadiz; three sons, Mac Adams and wife, Rita. Charlotte, N.C.,
your choice.
Duane Adams and wife, Kathy. Kirksey, and Alan Adams and wife,
Susan. Pensacola, Fla.; one sister. Lillie Johnson and husband,
Robert, Springfield. Tenn.; sister-in-law, Bobby Joan Harrison and Mrs. Margaret Jewell Both
The funeral for Mrs Margaret Jewell Botts will be Friday at 2
husband James, Kirksey; 14 grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren.
p.m. at the A. F. Crow & Son Funeral Home, Glasgow. Bunal will
follow. in the New Salem Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral
Gene Paul Sammons
The funeral for Gene Paul Sammons will be Friday at 10 a.m. in home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of memorial contrithe chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Bob Saywell will
butions to the New Salem Cemetery Fund, do J.T. Pedigo, 3067
officiate. Visitation will be at the funeral home after 9 a.m. Friday.
Mr. Sammons, 71. Murray, died Tuesday, July 8, 2008. at 12:13 New Salem Rd., Glasgow, KY 42141 or your favorite charity or
p.m. in the emergency room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. organization.
Mrs. Botts, 85, Glasgow, died Monday, July 7, 2008 at Barren
His death was from injuries sustained in an automobile accident.
Former owner and operator of Sammons Bakery for 28 years, he County Health Care in Glasgow. She was a homemaker and a memwas a graduate with a business degree from Murray State University. ber of the New Salem United Methodist Church.
Born in Barren County. she was the daughter of the late Hershal
He was a member of Phi Kappa Alpha fraternity and of First United
Methodist Church. Born Dec. 29. 1936, in Murray, he was the son Meek and Ethel Groce Coulter. In addition to her parents, she was
of the late John Thomas Sammons and Margaret Louis Ross preceded in death by her husband, John C. Botts, her stepfather.
Sammons. Also preceding him in death were one sister, Hazel Haskell C. Coulter; son-in-law. Manley Nunnally: and brother. Jack
Crenshaw, and two brothers. John Sammons and Thomas Sarnmons. Coulter.
Survivors include one daughter. Mary Sammons, Louisville; four
Survivors include two sons, C'arlton Botts and wife. Anne Bruce.
sisters. Sara Lee Vaughn and husband. Richard, Nashville, Tenn., and Gary Botts and wife. Janice, both of Glasgow; two daughters
Nancy Giradot and husband, Dean, Texas, Louise Sullivan and hus- Sherrlyn Botts Duvall and husband, Paul, Bowling Green, and Joyce
band, Charles. Madill, Okla., and Rachell Winograd, Sedonia, Ariz.; Botts Nunnally, Paducah, formerly of Murray; 11 grandchildren,
special friend. Georgia Smyth, Paris, Tenn.: 10 nieces and nephews. John Strader Botts, Jeffrey Carbon Botts, James Bruce Botts. Lezley
Layne Mauk and Andrea Joy Elmore. all of Glasgow. Taryn Taylot
Dr. Guy Arthur Battle Jr.
Faught of Louisville. Brian Edward Duvall and Lone Duvall
The family of Dr. Guy Arthur Battle Jr. will hold a graveside Rasdall. both of Bowling Green. Samuel Todd Nunnally, Houston,
service at Evergreen Memorial Gardens. Sumter, S.C. Arrangements Texas. Alicia Nunnally Longust, Columbia, Ill., and Bradley Taylot
for a local memorial service are incomplete. Imes-Miller Funeral Nunnally, Paducah: 20 great-grandchildren; two sisters. Louise
Home is in charge of arrangements.
Botts. Glasgow and Jean McCornbs, Louisville; two brothers.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Haskell Coulter, Jr. and wife. Joyce. Glasgow and Reed Coulter.
Kentucky Retired Teachers Association, 7505 Louisville; brother-in-law, Roger Botts and wife. Roberta. Glasgow;
Bardstown Rd., Louisville, KY 40291-3234. Online three sisters-in-law, Merlene Walker, Earlene Turner and husband.
condolences may be made at www imesmillercom
Clay, and Juanita Coulter, all of Glasgow: several nieces and
Dr. Battle Jr., 89, died Tuesday, July g, 2008, at nephews.
2:30 p.m. His death was from injuries sustained in an
automobile accident. He was chairman of the English Department of
Murray State University from 1956 to 1977 and was co-founder of
the Kentucky Philological Association. He received his A.B., MA,
and PhD from Duke University where he was a member of Phi Beta
Kappa and graduated summa cum laude. He was a member of
Tombs and the swimming team. An Army veteran of World War
Investments Since 1854
he served in the field artillery and corps of engineers from 1941-46.
He became a captain and had service in New Guinea and the
Philippines. He was of Presbyterian faith.
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FREE CHECKING! FREE GIFT!

WHATA.c..00L IDE
Open a new checking account at Heritage Bank and get an Icecap"' Rolling Cooler!
Free checking, over 60 ATMs, free online banking, free bill pay, electronic statements,
18 banking centers, and a free Icecap- Rolling Cooler, NOW THAT IS A COOL IDEA.
Already an existing customer? Refer afriend and you both receive thefire gift!

HERITAGEBANK
WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM
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Bumgardner to make slide
presentation on Saturday

WATCH
needs cans
WATCH Center at 702 Main
St., Murray. needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fund-raising project.
Peggy Williams. director.
said. "These may be taken to
the center during regular hours:
or persons may drive through
the driveway on the west side
of the center and place them
in the cotton wagon there anytime day or night: or they may
be donated at a Make A Difference Day at Murray State
University Stewart stadium
parking lot."

roi
lo's
Datebook
By Jo Borkeen
Community

Cat Microchip event Saturday

The Humane Society of Calloway Coon
ty will be microchipping cats for $10 at
Cat Microship and Adoption event on Satur
day front 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Murray Digital Solutions on the
Murray courtsquare. A microchip can ensure that a cat is
returned home quickly when lost. Because there is no five-day
hold period for cats at the animal shelter, as there is for dogs.
cats may be adopted or euthanized the same day they come
into the shelter making microchip identification essential to
returning a cat to its owner. For more information call 7591884 or e-mail humanesociety@morray-ky.net.
Editor

„/

Angels Attic
wants 'rags
Any person having used
clothing or linens that you
have been embarrassed to
donate to Angels Attic. located at 972 Chestnut St.. Murray, there is a win-win solution.
The store is now able to recycle these items and thus provide additional funds for the
operation of Angels Clinic. Just
label the donations. "rags" and
the Attic will recycle them.
rather than have them stay in
your closets or eventually end
up in a landfill.
Angels Attic continues to
pick up unsold yard sale items
and other donations. Call 7620505 to schedule a pick up of
items.

Murray Lodge No. 105 of Free and
Accepted Masons vi ill host Cloyd Bumgardner,former principal at Calloway (oun:
ty Middle School, on Saturday at 2 pan
at the lodge hall. He will make a slide
presentation on the "History of Masonry
In Kentucky" and its continuing contribution to the educational system in the state.
Bumgardner invites his many friends In
the area to come and visit with him. The
presentation is open to the public.
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BEST BBO: Squealing on the Square Grand Champions Mike and Debbie Davis of Lotta Bull
BBQ of Manotta, Okla , are awarded a $1,000 check by competition organizer Jason Pittman,
right, following judging Saturday afternoon by representatives of the Kansas City Barbecue
Society. Lotta Bull was also the first place winner in the barbecue chicken category. Other first
place winners by category named include Swine O'Clock Somewhere, pork ribs; and Smokey
Mountain Smokers for both pork and brisket. Delta Smokers were awarded the reserve grand
champ:on title for taking second place in the overall competition.

Donations needed for center, shelter
The Gentry House Homeless Shelter and House Domestic Crisis Center, both of Murray, are partnering up and asking for help with items needed to assist clients that have
been misplaced from their permanent homes. Many of !hese

individuals have children.
Current items need are
kitchen trash bags. toilet paper.
paper towels, shampoo and conditioner. dish soap, laundry
detergent. bleach, cleaning supwashcloths,
plies. towels,
kitchen linens, pot holders.

alarm clocks and old cell
phones.
Items may be taken to their
office at 629 Broad St., Ext..
between the hours of 8 a.m.
and noon. Monday through
Thursday. Both offices are United Way agencies.

MHS Class of 1978 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1978 has made plans for its
30-year reunion to be held Saturday. July 26. at Lake Barkley
State Park. Planned is a golf scramble at Lake Barkley Golf
Course with tee times starting at 9:50 a.m. The dinner and
reunion will be at 6:30 p.m. at the park dining room. All class
members are urged to attend or provide updated information
by e-mail to tressa.rossOmurraystate.edu

Park swimming pool open
Murray-Calloway County Park Swimming Pool is now open
for the 2008 schedule. Mike Sykes. aquatics director of the
park. said. "Pool passes are now half price, and after 4 p.m.
regular admission is half price_ The pool is open from noon
to 7 p.m., Monday through Saturday, and from I to 6 p.m.
on Sunday.

Jeffrey Cemetery homecoming Sunday
Jeffrey Cemetery annual homecoming will be Sunday at the
cemetery with a potluck meal to be served at 11:30 a.m. and
a service with Rev. Richard Burkeen speaking at noon. Donations are needed for the maintenance of the cemetery and if
unable to attend may be mailed to Marilyn McKinney, 1240
Howard Rd., Farmington, KY 42040; Sue Trimble. 629 Irvin
Cobb Rd.. Murray. KY 42071: or Patsy Stations, 82 Jeffrey
Cemetery Ln.. Dexter, KY 42036.

Glory Bound Ministry Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 at Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726
Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will be Gospeltones and
Noteables reunion. Items will he taken for Need Line. For

information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at
753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-boundq hotmail.com Preceding the program, Goshen Church will sponsor
a fund-raising fish fry from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the family
fellowship center with funds to be used for a new air conditioner for the church. Carry-out plates will be available.

Movies in Park on Friday
Harvest Land Ministries International will show a movie.
"The Ten Commandments" on Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the
amphitheater at Murray Central Park. Refreshments will be
served and drawings for giveaways will be held. For information call the church at 759-5107.

Photo vowed

GUEST SPEAKER: Daisy Lowe. seventh grade student at
Calloway County Middle School, spoke recently to the
Kiwanis Club of Murray. Lowe, selected to participate in the
National Young Leadership Conference in Washington. D.C.,
shared with the Kiwanis Club her enthusiasm and plans for
the trip and thaked Kiwanis for their support. Kiwanis meets
every Thursday at noon at Ryan's. For information about
Kiwanis Club contact Brenda Call, 753-7870.
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*Annual Flowers
*Jackson & Perkins Roses
— NEW SHIPMENTS —
Perennials & Knock-Out Roses
Teireeteit Ce.,qtei/Vapreir fx,e>ere.r"
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Farmers' Market now open
Farmers' Market will be open on Tuesdays and Saturday,
from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Calloway County Fair Grounds.
Ky. 121 North. Featured will be a large variety of products
from locally grown and harvested.
HOLLY WISEtedger and Times

AWARD PRESENTED: Mark Kennedy was presented with a
Froggyland Ambassador award Saturday night at the
Froggyfest 2008 concert for his help and volunteerism with
the concert. Kennedy is an active member in the community
serving on the board of directors for United Way and for the
Court Appointed Special Advocates for Children (CASA). He
also volunteers with the Knights of Columbus and helped set
up the Leadership Tomorrow program.

GOID..
trwirE114
ARE BACK THIS
FRIDAY, JULY 11TH &
JULY 1-8TH & 19TH
10:00 am — 4:00 pm

The Corner 8hoppe
Antiques and Collectibles

300 Mani Street • Highway 641 South_
Hazel, Kentucky
PRICES PAID FOR 4001

,lor

NOW BUYING

--e0t-0--&-sCRAP GOLD-SILVER COINS (1964 & BEFORE)

Fight Back Express here today
American cancer Society Cancer Action Network's Fight
Back Express will be at Murray State University Stewart Stadium today at 2 p.m.. as a stop on its six-month tour of 48
states highlighting the crucial fight to save cancer. A tent and
seating will he provided for all who attend.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Thui,day TOPS tiake off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at
7129 or 210-4173.

Shrine Bingo Friday
Murray Shrine Club Shrine Bingo will be each Friday at
6:30 p.m. at the club building on Ky. 121 North. Murray.

Soccer registration planned
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association fall registration
will be today from 5 to 8 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. Or you may register online by visiting the website at www.beecreek.org ($5 fee applies for online registration
only) through Aug. 3. For more information call Andrew Gullixson at 227-1518 or Sally Bouley at 293-6244 or visit the
website.

Golf tournament planned
The Ann P. Wilson Memorial Golf Tournament will be Fnday at the Murray State University Miller Memorial Golf
Course. Lunch will be served at 11:30 a.m, with a shotgun
start at 1 p.m. This is a two person scramble. Prizes will be
given for first, second and third place, longest drive, closest
to the pin and Hole In One. Checks should be made out to
the American Cancer Society. For more information about fees.
etc., call 753-3500 or 293-0335.

CCHS Football Player meeting
Calloway County High School Football Team will hold an
informational meeting tonight at 7 in the field house. All parents, guardians and family members are urged to attend. Topics not limited to. but will include, upcoming sports physicals,
team information, touchdown club and equipment issue.

BIBLE LECTURES
WEST KENTUCKY
2008
4finouncingJulyTHE
See fled., Ink th Paper For More Details
Sunny Slope Church of Christ
12th 1St Sunday, July 13th
Saturday,
THEME:"Who is on the Lord's side"

6465 Old Ma field Rd., Paducah,10

For More Information Call (2701554-24W

COMMUNITY
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Writer's Potpourri will meet Saturday
Writer's Potpourri will be
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at Callow ay
County
Pulic
Library. All
ntere se sted
persons are
invited.
Wilma J.
a
/hai
Sanders,
director. has
released
some of the
poems writWilma Sanders. ten by parDirector
ticipants as
follows:

Writer's
Potpourri

Dusty Rose
By Dorothy Locke Inman
The farmer plowed his land
on a very dry and windy
day.
For a day or two he
let the plowed soil lay.
Then he rand the disk
over the land so dry.
And dust landed on a rose.
that was growing nearby.
It caused the many buds
to look like thcy were dying.
They were the color brown.
really Fm not lying.
They will will look like that.
until the rains come down.
And washes off the dust.
sending it to the ground.
Farewell, Friend of All
By Margaret R. Elkins
I've known Nelson
Barely three years.
A joyful man
Of strength and good cheer.
Fervent in faith.
Waram and sincere.
Through pain and suffering
He persevered.
I knew not
What he did for a living.

But his life was spent
In loving and giving
To all those he knew and
loved.
His tall masculine gait
Expressed hearty vitality:
His gentle spirit
Eclipsed a glowing humility.
His broad, wide smile
Lit up a room,
Chased away
Any clouds of glooclm.
This devoted man of God
Will sadly be missed by all.
On this earth he bravely
trod
And answered God's eternal call.
Collectively we feel alone.
Though grief veils our downcast souls.
Nelson stands before God's
throne.
In death he now lives
To make us whole.
Let Me Walk By Faith
By Wilma J. Sanders
I think of faith and
What it means
Your word says
"Assurance of things not
seen"
The certainty that
Your word is true
That we can believe
Our Lord in you
The assurance that
What is up ahead
Is in your hands
And like you said
Let me walk by faith
Like me of old
That's the only way
To live life bold
From Able's gift
To the Jericho wall
The way to walk
So we'll not fall.

Hornet's Pride
By Michael J. Inman
Formany years
it proudly stood.
Greeting students
with open doors.
Letting the kids
run through tier halls.
The secrets it holds.
No one really knows.
Like where you had
your first kiss
and who it was with.
The lessons learned
and games played.
Now it stands
all alone waiting for
the wrecking ball.
It will be sad
to see it go,
the old school,
we hold so dear.
Use The Rainbow
By Danyelle Clark
Hello, thanks for dropping
by
I have people and clowns
on sleds
Animals with things on their
heads
Letter from A to Z
Numbers, like one, two, three
Please don't forget
To use the rainbow on me
Close me up and
Put me away
For another day.

Photo provided
HAZEL CLUB: Pat Harrington, seated right, first district vice governor of Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs, installed the new officers of the Hazel Woman's Club. They are, seated,
Vickie Singleton, president; standing, from left, Janice Wilkinson, corresponding secretary,
Clarkie Butterworth, recording secretary, Lucretia Veazey, second vice president; and Tina
Ward, first vice president.

Presidents
By Stephanie Cunningham
From George Washington to
George Bush, all presidents
have been men! It is time
for a woman to be our
President and show men that
a woman can run the country
as good as a man Can!

Local groups sponsoring fundraiser
• North Carolina State Trooper David Shawn Blanton, Jr..
24. of Canton, N.C., was shot
and killed June 17 off of 1-40
after stopping a vehicle for an
unknown traffic violation.
Blanton and his wife.
Michaela. gave birth to a .on,
Tye, on May 11, who was
born 7 weeks premature and
has many obstacles to cr. er-

come, including a heart condition that will require surgery
at Duke University. Tye is currently in the intensive care unit
at
Mission
Hospital
in
Asheville, N.C.
Officer Rick Mehibauer Jr.
of the Murray State University Police Department and his
wife. Claudia, will have a car
wash at Captain D's in Mur-

ray on Saturday starting at 9
a.m. The car wash is also sponsored by Police Wives Unite
and volunteers from Grace Baptist Church.
All proceeds will go to the
Michaela Blanton Fund at
Champion Credit Union in Canton. N.C.

GREG TRAVIStecger & Tr-.es
COOKING Ci/JAP-. Lily Lowe,9, gets helps with a recipe from Ginny Harper, Calloway County
Extension Agent for 4-F1/Youth Development, left, and Cathy Smith in Monday's annual 4-H
Cooking Camp held at Murray's Ellis Center. The camp allows both boys and girls to explore
cooking and to try out recipes and was a preliminary to the annual Food-A-Rama. The event
is sponsored by the 4-H and the Calloway County Extension Homemakers Association.

TIme is running out. By February 17,2009,
you MUST convert to an all-digttai sigiiie

(totth commitment)

Ledger photo
READY TO RIDE: Cheyanne Wyatt, the 4-year-old daughter of Scott and Patrice Wyatt of
Murray, won an electronic motorcycle over the Fourth of July weekend. The toy bike was
offered through a drawing by Calloway and Marshall Court Appointed Special Advocates
(CASA). More than 150 participated in the drawing and seven states were represented among
entnes, including one from Arizona.

•FREE Activation and FREE DishHOME Protection Plan
▪ FREE Standard Professional Installation
I. FREE DVR Upgrade available
•DISH Network Is an official Digital Transition Partner.
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Brooke Darnell,
formerly of Essential Day
Spa, has joined the salon
staff at Debbie & Company.
Brooke invites her friends and clients
to callfor an appointment.
Debbie & Co. is a full service
Aveda salon.
Debbie Shapla - Owner/Stylist
Stylists
Fianna Shapla Terra Osborne • Brooke Darnell
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Don't let the DIGITAL TRANSITION catch you by surprise. Call for details!

BEASLEY ANTENNA & SATELLITE
MURRAY, KY. 759-0901
PARIS, TN. 731-642-4077
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Photo provided
Sonata Saturday Level 1 students, front from left, include Kathryn Hereford, Kess Kelly, back
from left, Melody Sheets, Marisa Todd and Rachel McCrea.

Photo provided

Level 2A students include, from left, front, Ben Thome, David Lu, Earlena Sheets, Alex Thome,
middle, Lindsey Coleman, Madelyn Coleman, back, Liam Parker and Brendan Parker.

Photo provided

Photo provided

Level 2B students include, front from left, Savana Peal, josiah Hereford, Abby Carlson, back,
Emily Northcutt, Makala Arterbum and Kevin Wann.

Level 3/4 students are, from left, Rebecca Clark. Annie Segebarth, Kaitlynn Quertermous,
Jacob Clark, back, Alison Inman, Margaret Mahoney, Haley Latta and Hannah Latta.

Calloway students perform during annual Sonata Saturday here
Music Teachers
Murray
Association, an affiliate of
Kentucky
Music
Teachers

from Calloway, McCracken and
M.ii-shall counties performed by
memory one movement of a

Association and Music Teachers

sonata or sonatina for Dr. Elaine

National Association, hosted its
annual Sonata Saturday at
Memorial Baptist Church. Kathy
Thweatt was local coordinator.
Twenty-seven piano students

Harriss. adjudicator from the
University of Tennessee-Martin.
Each participant received a
trophy, special certificate and a
comment sheet. Students with

exceptional performances were
recognized with an additional
Seal of Excellence on their certificates.
Among the performers receiving trophies and certificates
were: Rachel McCrea. Kathryn
Hereford and Melody Sheets in
Level I; Lindsey and Madelyn

Coleman, Alex and Ben Thorne,
David Lu, Liam Parker. Kevin
Wann, Savana Peal and Emily

Kelly and Mansa Todd in Level
1; Brendan Parker, Earlena
Sheets, Josiah Hereford, Abby

Karen Heise of Gilbertsville,
Ruth Somers and Amy Allen of
Paducah. and Ellie Brown,

Northcutt in Level 2; Annie

Carlson and Makala Arterburn in

Deborah Hereford and Margaret

Kaitlynn
Segebarth,
Quertermous and Jacob and
Rebecca Clark in Level 3.
Also receiving the additional
Seal of Excellence were Kess

Level 2: Alison Inman. Margaret
Mahoney and Haley Latta in
Level 3; and Hannah Lana in
Level 4.
Participating teachers were

Wilkins of Murray. Assisting
were local teachers Kelly
Townsend and Carol Ryerson of
Murray.

Member
Multiple
Listing
Service

Lake Prowl'
FOR SALE OR LEASE

1310 N. 12th St.41$19,900
2 Buildings Ovei- 10,080 sq

90 Cypress Harbor Comet WWI 10911O.View Lane - $479.900
ter1'n' fkauLN,
4+ Acres - Waterfront

Little Oaks Lane - $97
Gorgeous 3.4 Acre Watcafiditt

Western Shores

tiStoryRd.

311

Several Lots Available

Prime 55 Acre Farm

Setting

Home oe

309 S.4th St.• $175,000
Class aillibleiS Opportunity

%WOW Lot aith Dock

108 Pine Bark Dr. -$1
Near Kentucky Lake

f

901 Sycamore Stree

Gibbs Store

- $109,900

3.6 Acre Buiklifig$ite

Green Valley Rd.- $89.775

Tract 2C Cassity Lane
5.78 Acres • 3 Miles from Jonathan Creek

26,6 Acres

•Click...
. www.murraAyrealesiatc.com
...GLOBAL MARKETING!

LOCAL FRIENDS...

KOPPERU
753-1222
Choi=

.291.14,8

kleel Kemp 1,:tle

43-301I

Barbara Rnekinaa
227-2626

murreyliOt..corn

GtIr Cotnelison
293-9333

Timm) Cothran
752-4712

Linda Blanchard
227-9199

John Korpertni
291-1474

Brenda Ravlired
291 Se

Km1911bv1011,1
293-2841
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ADJUSTMENX5
Ad911A1114NS are requested to check
the first Insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any ei ror should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made
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Sports Equaernent
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Spinosa Rentala
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Rooms For Rap
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Pane Sale
Land For Roil or LA*.
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Sill Fable

435

LAO Property
LIR For Si.
Lab For Rant
Farms For Si.

440
441
401
4110
470
400
401
ISS

$8.50 Column inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
AB 3 Ads Must Run With,. 6 Day Period
extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
inch
column
per
$335
I I ". I Si,.'.

Acmes.
norms For Sale
liknoreyelasA ATV
Pato Ports
Span Mu ~so.

500
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560
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Vow
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Moots a Motors
Sambas Mind
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Tolman•SWOP.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
Fax 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.•
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Hum rhinde

JEFFREY CEMETERn
HOMECOMING
Sunday, July 13, with potluck at
11:30 a.m. and preaching
by Bro. Richard ilurkeen at 12:00 p.m.
sonatIons for the rna,ntenance
-en.eferY rnyllse sent tc
Manly,, incidgmay, 1140 Howard 20,
rwraington, KY 42020;
Sue Trimble, 649 Irvin Cobb Rd., warm, KY 44C71
or Pat Stations,
94 leffrev Cemetery Lel., Dexter. KY 42036.

Reduce Your Taxes

A

501C3 Christian

Ministries

is

looking for a tax deductible donation of
land or a building to expand it's
ministry in the Murray Cailoway Co.

1 Z9-TECH
:

IF Al I 1( ARV INC
We Care About Patient Cara
Sleep Central Call Center is now hiring for
Temporary FULL-TIME Patient Care
Coordinators. PCCs are responsible for
contacting all patients prior to delivery and on
a regular basis following the delivery of
equipment. as well as. taking patient orders,
verifying patient information, and placing the
order in a timely manner.
Experience in medical field and administrative record management preferred, but not
required. Strong customer service background preferred. Temporary hours will be
Monday - Friday lpre to 1 Opm and position
could last up to 6 months. All positions
require minimum educational background of
high school diploma or GED equivalent
Please deliver or mail your resume to 120
Max Hurl Drive Murray, KY or email to
resume pulmodoseerotech.com.
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

area. Please contact Rev. Michael
TECH SUPPORT ANALYST

Richardson at 270-293-5687.

DAYLILIES are in
bloom! Clumps $5.00
& up. Pots $2.50 & up.
684 Crossland Rd.,
Murray. Wed-Sat 9,005:00 or by amt.
270-227-0460
THE Murray Ledger &
Times

considers

is

sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Althougn
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities_

FOUND. 2 young
dogs Call to ID
270-978-0395
LOST:OLDER, female,
black. lab mix. Had
recent abdominal surgery. Stitches are still
in. Needs medication.
NOfflio 753-9281. 7
0594, 978-2284 -Tar
Baby"

MAJOR TRANSITS.
MURRAY. KY. TAKING
applications for OTR
drivers. 270-761-3912
PILOT Steel, Inc. is
looking for full time
modelersidetailers to
read and understand
drawings, model protects in SDS/2, and
detail members in the
2-D drawings editor
We put a high value on
experiengineering
not
though
ence
required Minimum of 2
years experience in
AutoCad Must be hard
working, sell motivated, and enjoy working
as a team to put oul
the highest qualiity
product Knowledgable
on construction and
fabrication techniques
Heath, dental, vision.
life, short and long
terrn disability insurprovided
ance
Holiday sock and vacaPay
benefits
tion pay
based on experience
Please submit resume
to Pilot Steelinc 2301
Drive
Triad
Owensboro, KY 42031
CAPTAIN D's is now
accepting applications
in Western KY for
Managers Excellent
benefits. salary, bonuses. vacation, insurance
and 401K. Please call
1-800-285-1077 ext
701 to set up interview

ADVERTISEMENT
Manager.
Payroll
of
Department
and
Accounting
Services
Financial
State
Murray
University. Full-time,
12 month position to
begin August 2008
Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree ir
an area of business.
two (2) years experience directly responsible for payroll functions
arid with maintaining a
computerized payroll
application, required.
Must be fluent in
Microsoft Word and
Excel. must possess
excellent oral, written
and
communication
analytical skills with the
ability to complete
'asks under demanding time schedules.
knowledge
Working
report writing tools,
Crystal.
as
such
Cognos. Hyperion. etc:
experience with implementation of new payroll systems. experience with training and
wnting of procedures
preferred
are
Responsibilities:
Management of the
payroll
University's
including
activities,
maintenance of computerized payroll system. Aate and federal
position
reporting,
taidgeting. initiate payroll banking activities,
reconciliation of general ledger and bank
accounts implementation of proper financial
and accounting controls, development of
training programs and
of
communication
departmental policies
and procedures, and
preparation of routine
and ad-hoc financial
analysis Application
Deadline Date. July
25. 2008 To Apply:
Send letter of application, resume, and the
addresses.
names,
and phone numbers of
tour professional referSearch
to.
ences
Chair,
Committee
Accounting & Financial
Services Murray State
University. 200 Sparks
KY
Hall,
Murray.
42071-3312 Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply
State
Murray
University is an equal
education and employopportunity,
ment
M/F/D. AA employer

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7 OOPM
only, positively

Henry County Medical Center is seeking
a Tech Support Anal it tor our
Intomiation Systems Depenteent Position is
responsible for support and to maintain
in-house computer scsterus. desktops. and
peripherals Tire Tech will also troableshoo,
problems and pros'de end user training and
assistance
InTerested candidates musi possess excellent
technical knowledge of network and PC hardware
Extensive equipment support expenence with HP
, Prefer caphdade with two years of coilege
00411041101
andi,a technical school training
%Se pro,ide an excellent benefit and salary
package including health )istoat. denial and
retirement Interested sandidates should :nd a
resume

Of .4,01,

in person

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644 8472
cow en(q. hemc-tn.org
Equal(Iffy,-foixdy laig'lnren

-

Taking applications ton
Full/Part time drivers with a Class A COL.
Must have a good dnving record, 23 yrs. of
age and 2 years expenence.
Earn up to .41 pm.
Good home time.
Paid Holidays/Vacations
Health Ins. and Hetirement Han

- Please call 270-759-5540
Monday thru Friday
9 AM • 4 PM
Also, needing
Owner Operators

Microbiologist/Medical
Technologist
Immediate

opening for a full-time days

Microbiologist and a full-time afternoon
MT(ASCP)or MLT I2-hour shifts.
Salary commensurate with experience.
Excellent benefit package. interested

CARPENTER UTILITY A Full-time. benefits Five years general carpentry trade,
concrete work, or
masonry experience
required Must have
valid driver's license
Salary $11 01 hourly
Apply at Human
Resources, Murray
State University, 404
Sparks Hall, Murray.
KY 42071
WomerVminonties
encouraged to apply
EEO, WF/D. AA
employer.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercorn.
you will be redtrectell
to jobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local jot.
listings will appear on
this website.
However. as a national
website. nor all listings
on the jobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job hsongs Thank you
DO you love working
wit' kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
avaiiable.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
EXPERIENCED
Sheetmetai
Mechanics needed for
local HVAC company.
Tools
required. Salary based
on experience
Company benefits arid
retirement package
Send resume Of pock
at
application
up
Randy Thornton Co.,
Inc
802 Chestnut
Street Murray, KY. No
phone calls please.
GREEN Technology
Company expanding.
Distributors wanted.
Will train excellent
income & benefits.
888-644-0300.
GROWING manufacturing company seeks
outgoing, relrable, well
organized individuals
to assist our expanding
client base. 3 Full and
part time Sales and
Service,
Customer
available
positions
Mon Fri. Please send
resume to PO Box 88,
Murray. KY 42071.

Buithasen ol Renton is currently ai.cepting applications for LPN's We also offer an excellent benefit
package Must be licensed in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy NI S Benton, KY 42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Practical Dental
Assisting
We are now accepting registration for
which
class
the
begins Sept. 6, 2008.
YCNJ will be trained on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career
Most dental assistants
have evenings. weekends, and holidays off.
For more information
and registration forms.
our
website
vise
www.bohledental.co
m or call our office
Dr. Charles Borne
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited

ACTIVITY DIRECTOR- Full time position Must
endy working with the elderly Must have good
organizational and computer skills Friendly and
able to work with a variety of groups and
individuals Prefer certified activity director but
will train the right person Apply in person to
Fern Terrace 1505 Stadium View. tAwray_ KY

MURRAY Real Estate
licensing class
July 31- August 30
Preregister 2-4p Chamber of
Commerce 270-2230789. E, mail
rielaseadams yahoo
corn

applicants may send resumes to:

e

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center

Duman Resources Department
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, KY 42066
FAX: 270-251-4443
EEO/M/F/D/V

TRIGG Hospital
Is currently accepting
applications for the following positions
Director of Food and
Nutritional Services
Bachelor's Degree in
Dietetics
Registered Dietitian in
state of Kentucky
Physical Therapist
Full- Time
Bachelor in Science or
Master :n Science
Degree in Physical
Therapy and
Professional Licensure
in Kentucky required
Pharmacy Director
B.S. in Pharmacy from
an accredited College
of Pharmacy
Active license within
state of Kentucky to
practice pharmacy,
annual completion of
C.E U's to maintain
licensure.
SEND RESUME TO:
Attn: Human
Resources
Tngg County Hospital
P.O Box 312
Cadiz, KY 42211

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

1

THE Palace Bar in
Leederbottorn KY is
now offering live entertainment lied thru Sat
night. We are seeking
live bands' singers to
book for weekends,
open mic night and
amateur contest. Also
seeking Karaoke coordinator and singers.
We offer a full bar and
smokers are always
welcome. Happy Hour
7-9. Dance floor open
nightly. For information
and booking call
270-227-9938.

Sitting tab with the eld
erly Person around
Benton or Murray area
Call 527-4337

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270- 753-9006.
If you would like a
weekly house cleaning,references are
available, please call
me.(270)767-1636

1505 Diuguid

NOW taidng applications for all postdate
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St , Murray. KY. No
phone calls.

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Au
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

.6

150

OFFICE MANAGER
and CLERICAL
:Poway County Propane on
Murray nas airopening For
Cilia-anManage,and a
Clonca1 pavton Muse sass
a good Mena and neap
none aapsnancer I is. PRI
to0 you rod men hays rettV
asosellone pay and benatils

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel Ti/s. All the
newest makes and
including
models
XBR
Best
Sony's
senes. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
surround
custom
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action.
Telephone
Electronics, Inc.. corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567

PECO Products needs
a FT inside sales rep to
cat new/old accounts,
qualified leads provici
ed. salaryecommission. email resume to
infoopecoproducts co
Ford
PURCHASE
Lincoln & Mercury is
now taking applications for dedicated,
hard working service
technic:Ems who want a
career in the automobusiness
tive
Experience preferred,
but will train the right
individua I Excellent
wages and benefit
package Apply in person 9am-4prn, MonFri, HWY 45 North
See Dan Smith
I
I

I

MIPS 31
MOM
SO% Iti

Fon(er mpatr
70)7t.:0-4159

2BR duplex. nice,
Cr1-1/A, appliances turnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

OLD REFRIGERATOR
FOR SALE. YOU PICK
UP, CALL 227-8721
AFTER 4 P.M
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Eluy

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

WARD ELK INS

(270) 753-1713
Howe Furnishing
1963 Davis burnished
cherry bedroom suit,
nice, $2,500
705-4800

BABY Grand Piano
black, like new, moving
52,750
must sell
(270)984-8571

Pfisaima call 12701753-7485
or 1-800-874-4427
end ta2 ernaa
wvarnvyek Comas coin
PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experiprofessional
enced
rourneymen verniers.
Must have 4-years propainting
fessional
experience. Position
includes benefit plan
Health,
including
Retirement & paid
vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer.

Apirerents For Reel

Articles
For Salie

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Reossfaitipgrade
759.3556
Went

42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283

Applications availaple
online:
rhwi.trtognospital org
Equal Opportunity
Employer

Dnve • Murray, KY

Nand For Sets

15 cult chest freezer,
6 yrs. old, ociod condition, $125.
Old round oak table
and 5-chairs, good
condition, $250. 270489-2432.
DOG kennel panels.
Call (270) 293-4956
vegetables
FRESH
Friday & Saturday,
12:00-6.00 At 4-way
stop in Hardin or call
227-2162
HO 10410411110110
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
LG. Toshiba,
also
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment cencarts.
ters & TV
Beasley Antenna &
759-0901
Satellite.

tor

1992 Buccaneer
16x72, 2BR. 2Bath,
gas heat, good condition. 58.500. (270)7534083(270)978-0875
2000 Fairmont 16x80,
38R. 2 Bath, 2x6
walls, extra nice
(270)489-2525
Fleetwood.
2000
Dbhercle mobile borne.
28x52. 2 BR. 2 BA.
2
condition
good
decks included, must
be moved. $29,500
obo. Call 270-9785753 or 270-293-4394.
GOT LAND? Own land
or have family land
available, you can
qualify for $0 down
FREE
for
Call
APPROVAL 731-5849429.

2 BR, C/H/A. f/b porch
es, 1 mile from Aurora
No large dogs $325
1st and last month's
rent a deposit required
270-227-8920 or
270-703-0977
320
Aparbsents Fix Rwit

POWER chair $3,000.
video eye $1,500. lift
chair $300, big roll top
desk $800. 436-2392
WASHER/DRYER set,
white, less than one
year old $400
646 41 3-9321

CLIKk us out on 0* Web!

low ubli
1 BR apts
ties, no pets 753-3949
1 OR 2br ants near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109
1B14 Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets_
5250/mo 767-9037
2B14 apt wherry furnished, some utilities
paid, no pets,
5280/mo 767-9037

2BR& 38R apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 BR 1 5 BA duplex
appliances
C/H/A
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR house, C/H/A. 1,
2, & 3 BR Apt.
753-1252, 753-0606,
761-3694
3 BR. 2 BA all appliances Available now.
Move in free days.
Coleman RE
753-9898.

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Pr opery &
Plopguy Munagemast
Savices available
Call 761-7355
rim Icontertaittoodty.cora
Duplex's for rent Ali
appliances included.
767-9948
studio
apt.
Large
above Bradley Book
Co. on campus, newly
1303
remodeled
Street.
Chestnut
Includes
S675/mo
water and sewage.
(270)293-3710.
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroorn Ares
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Fnaay
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOD #1-800-648-6056
SMALL 1BR. nonsmoking apt. water
paid. available now no
pets S260.Mo
753-5980

Room for rent. In 4
bedroom apartment in
campus
the
new
roosuites. Good
mates, two fernaie, one
male. $325 per month.
All utilities included.
Call
270-635-1202,
270-635-1261.
340
i
Hewes For Rant
184 Bedroom houses
in Murray, lease &
deposit required
753-4109
2BR, 2 BA newly
remodeled, extremely
nice 1504 Belmont
$700 month
(2701293-3710
s
walking
a m
U 1014
to
Payne St. 5525/mo.
(270)293-3710.
f3or.e1
tao
3

3 BR, 1 BA, C/HIA,
refrigerator, w/d, 1610
Dodson
5675/mo.
Pets considered. 7591771 Available now.
3 Br. 1 Ba. new windows. new C/H/A, very
nice. 603 Sycamore
$675/mo
(270)293-3710
3 BR, 2 BA. C/H/A.
stove,
refrigerator.
dishwasher, 2 car
garge, smoke tree, no
inside pets $685 101
E Y Drive 759-0999

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • Thursday, Jul) 10, 2008

PUBLIC AUCTION

1 11111,...

Saturday, July 12, 2008•10 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grose, K1.
From Murray. K1 take 94 Nest to Lynn Grose. From Mayfield. K1
take Hwy.80 to Coldwater, go through Coldwater to Hwy. 1836 So.
Follow to auction. Signs posted.
Three piece cherrs bedroom suite by Hutson - nice Pfaff sewing machine - odd
chest - queen bed- twin bed - other odd beds. office desk - mauler - file cabinet
- odd chairs - maple dresser - mapk hutch - dresser base - straight chairs - wood
rocker - RCA color t -old lamp table A legs- wood kitchen stool - Duncan Phytc
lamp tables - The Brown Shoe Company Si Louts 5 star wood blue nbtion shoe
box - Alf conditioners - nice Sanbom ; h.p air compressor, like new - electric tans
& heaters- flower racks - wash kettles like new windows & door, - 2 chair hair
dryers - dryer - pressure washer - lot at good gloss & china - American Pattern
Fostona - nice frost free retngerator wise maker - truck topper - Murray Ryan
Milk bottles - propane gas small heater wagon wheel - apple crates - bean baskets - iron kettle- nice platform wales by Fairbanks & Moms,all metal - old meat
slicer - fishing rods & reels - nice Dune Buggy 5 h p motor - 15 ft Bass Tracker
boat w/40 h p motor & trailer - nice Cunimarson boar 50 h p Johnson motor &
trailer - 750 Yamaha Jet Ski, 3 seater & trailer - fiberglass 2 wheel trailer
Cyckmate - 2001 Oldsmobile SUV. I smart truck all bells & whisels - Remington
22 pump rifle tube type magazine - 9mm Taurus pt 92, like new Craftsman nding
mower 18.5 OHV 42- cut and many other items
Lunch Available • Not Responsible For Accidents
For more information and sour auction needs phone

DAN MILLER 435-4144 DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
TERRY D PASCHALL 767-9223
BROKER & AUCTIONEER

YARD SALE
54
GIBBS STORE RD
FRI 8 SAT
8:00-7
Upright arcade
games. Coca-Cola
coliectibies, large
casino table,
cmkiten's name brand
clothes. country *ppm
decorations, rots
more. 293-3288

YARD SALE
601 BROAD ST

EMI

4 BR, 2 BA, brick
newly
remodeled
hardwood floors. Close
to MSU 1655 Ryan
Ave. No pets. $800
monthly. 270-293-4602

SHOPS
40'x48'
40'x40' gas heat, insulated„ 12 ft wails
Located 406 Sunbury
Circle. Murray. Cali
Carlos Black 270-43E2935

YARD SALE
160 TODD RD
Between hwy
94 & hwy 80
Fri & Sat

7:00-7
Embroidery
machines,
collectibles,
household items,
hardware & misc.

Psts & Swims
DOG Obedience
436-2858
German
Shepherd
puppies well papers
804-8980

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Registered Malb Poo's
270-489-2761, 270519-4472.

YARD SALE

SHIH'TZU
puppies
AKC, shots, wormed.
$3004350, 2 boys
ready now. Boys & girls
available August 3rd.
Reserve your baby
now. (270)251-0310
evenings

. KEY- MINIWAREHOUSES

FRIDAY

Real Estate n sold "as is". 10% down on real estate
nonrefundable) and balance due in 30 days Cash or
hank triter a must. All announcements day of sale
take precedence over any other

1

•Steel Arch Buildings
25x34 and 30x30 Save
thousands on canceled
oroersi Will sell for balance owed Don't delay
Call today for HUGE
savings! 866-352-0716

270-753-9090
MOVING SALE
4 MILES OUT 121
SOUTH IN
LYNWOOD EST.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-2:00
Furniture,
appliances,
clothes, lawn
equipment, music
equipment.

4 PARTY
MOVING SALE
280 TO SCENIC
ACRES DRIVE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
Kids clothes,
'limits, toys, books,
bar, clothes & lots
More.

8:00-?

FINANCIAL

Jim Tate Jr. Auctioneer Lie. #P01136
Barbara Campbell - Broker Lie. #57665

OPEN HOUSES
Friday 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.

.108 Crossfield
New Custom Built 4 Bedroom Home
Be the first to call this exquisite house your home.
.legance surrounds you as you enter the grand
.tone arch entrance. Distinctive features include:
orgeous fireplace in living room and back
• h. custom built cabinets throughout. 5" hickry plank hardwood floors, tray ceilings with
xtra wide crown molding, bonus room and theter room, surround sound throughout home.
teat opportunity to see your dream home.

Call Judy Denton (270)293-5221
jed2110@yaboo.com

TV., clothes,

,
Yard Sall

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
of 1211
MIS $25 10xI5 $411
(270)436-2524
(270) 293-6906
MURRAY Storo and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.

Wooden chest,
clothes, golf clubs,
wooden rocking
chair. 3 piece patio
set, 2r TV. Bosch
tools, lots of odds
& ends

2 FAMILY
YARD SALE
zn OSBOURN
ROAD
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:004:00
New stuff, toys,
lots of Christmas
items, freezer and
craft items.

Estate S.-Itarray
litorsday en Friday,
Joh 101k an 1116
IV APPOINTMENT
ONLY
!Minns
Collectibles
Cal km ieforastiie
appointment.
978-1424

1547 Oxford
S-T-R-E-T-C -H your housing budget with the
BEST BUY IN CANTERBURY!!! 3000+
Square Feet not including Huge Sunroom---4
living areas 4 bedrooms!!! Fenced Backyard
with Huge Patio AND Deck!!! Sparkling Clean
and Move-in Ready! Murray City Schools!
Pella Replacement Windows!

Alesia Gail Parker (270)293-7653
alesiaparker@mchsi.com
WVAY greireptOpertieS coni

HUGE YARD
SALE
312 North 8th St
Friday &
Saturday
7ain

Boggess Self Storage
'A Better Place To Store"
24/7 Self Storage 5x10 to 10x30
Brand New Buildings Completed
Across From National Guard Armory

759.5555
_
_
1465 State Route 121 N, Murray
3 Minutes From MSU

MON BEACH
MINIMORAGE
.Ali Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

753.3853
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Sale & clean
+We sell boxes1
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

YARD SALE
1 513 HENRY ST
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00

free couch and
1600 Sq. Ft. $1,200 a
month. 1701 St P1121
Bypass. 1225 Sq. Ft.
$650 a month. 1625 St.
Rt. 121 Bypass. Days
2 70 - 7 5 3 - 2 2 2 5 ,
270-759evenings
1509, cell 270-2270836.
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905, 2931480
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905. 2931480

I

Like new name
brand clothing,
decor, monitor,
keyboard, high-chair,
risys inwelry
household items, too
much to mention

YARD SALE
507 BLAIR
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
Like new baby
clothes sizes
newbon to
18 months, baby
supplies and toys.
pet supplies, rugs,
furniture and
I
more.

YARD SALE
641S Coles
Campground Rd,
right on Wells
Purdom #401
Fri & Set
flam-7

Girls clothing
27-57. shoes, toys.

much more

YARD SALE
2223
CROSSLAND
RD
SAT
7AM-4PM
Baby clothes
girl 6-24 months,
tools, toys, games.
boy size 4t- 8 year
old clothes

•A New Computer Now!
Brand Name laptops &
desktops. Bad or NO
Credit- No problem.
Smallest weekly payments avail. It's yours
NOW! Call 800-8405366
•Buy Direct: Old Timer
Log & Supply. KilnDried Logs, Beams,
Tounge-grcove,
Hardwood flooring, log
siding. Trim & Moldings.
Contact Brandon Cook:
1-800-467-3006
www.oldtimerloghomes.corn
HELP WANTED

400.

YARD SALE
Corner of 121
& 16th St
Friday Only
7:00arn-?

•IRS Troubles"? Get
the IRS off your back
We can help-guaranFormer
IRS
teed!
1-800-427agents
Minch
and
0790
Associates Our clients
never meet with the
IRS!
FOR SALE

dishes and rnore.

1850.St Fit 121 .
Murray. ky .42071
270-751-,5562

•One order, One check,
One smart move, Save
time and money by
rnaiong one cent to piece
a 25-word classified in
70 Kentucky newspapers for only $250 For
more information, conthe
classified
tact
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
BUILDINGS

AMPBELL
UCTION &
EAL
STATE

"Auctions With CARE"
112 N. 12th Street • Murray, K1 42071

7:00-5:00
1635 CATAUNA

4 Bedroom, 3 Bath, New Construction.
Hardwood Floors, Tile, Wet Bar, in great location. Listing price was $279,900.

Auction on site

In case of rain

*Divorce without children $95.00. Divorce
with children $95 00
With
FREE
name
change
documents
imfe only I and marital
settlement agreement.
Fast, easy and professional Call 1-888-7890196

NO BUYERS PREMIUM
Corner of Kandi Kay & Trent

rune to Buy!Interest rates Low!

next weekend

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Open House
July 15 & 17, 410 6 p.m.
Auction July 19th •10 a.m.

AND
SATURDAY

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

Ownor Says Soil
Auction • Auction

FRIDAY

Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn #1281 Flftll 2333
My Service Doesn't Cost. If Pays

LEM

Murray Ledger & Times

Baby items, car seats.
bouncers, infant boy
clothes & shoes, ir &
girls, women's and
men's Mothers,
houseware items

Niqrray Ledger & Time, Sal,
Housing Act Notice
411 real eqak.• advertised herein
subtect to the Federal Fair
Housing At which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference limitation or discrimirianon based on two. color, religion. vs. handicap. familial status or nattotial origin, or intention to make any sad, preferences, !mutations of discrimination.
Stale laws forbid discrimmation
rrrt. .ss1
."1 •11,"1"14•61sf1,
ot real estate bated on factors in
&Milton to those protected
under tederal law
'lie will knowingly accept arn
advertising for real estate which
Is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
callable on an equal opportuits bans
For further c...ssistanoe with Fair
Flossing Advertising requirement', contact NAA Counsel
toner Milan,, 17031 b4A-101:10

WANTED: Appx. 40
acres, mostly wooded,
rolling, lake or lake
site,
public
water
preferably with Or with•
out house. country
mad frontage. 270354-5526
Want to sell
your house?
Advertise
with a
picture.2x2
size for
3 days
only $66.00.
75 3-1 916

GIANT 4-PARTY MOVING SALE
Riviera Ct Trailer #51
641N across from Martha's Restaurant
Friday 11th 7-3
Saturday 12th 7-3
In case of rain held Indoors
30 years accumulation:
Something for everyone
Everything must go! Furniture, coffee tables.
end tables, chairs. TV floor model, recliner,
appliances, dishes, antiques. records, 8-track
tapes, cassettes, clothes- children's to women's
adults 4x & toys

GREYS
mantras,nr

CI

OPEN HOUSE
11 & Saturday, July 11
10 a.m. -3 p.m.

Friday, July

*Host Families Sought
for Foreign Exchange
Students, 15-18 years
old. Has own spending
money and insu ranca
Call today' Amencan
Intercultural
Student
Exchange, 1-800-S1Bcom
LING WNW_ a
•Screen
Printing,
Embroidery,
Promotional Products
Sales Rep Wanted.
Commissioned based,
flexible hours. Art background preferred, not
necessary. Background
check required. Call
502-875-2391, email:
dandytees8msn.com
•Watkins
Associates
Needed. Flexible hours.
$500-510004
Earn
Month Part-Time. Start
while keeping your current iob. No selling
required. Free details,
envw k348. com,
INSTRUCTIONAL

240 Hidden Hills
Murray, KY
94E to 280 next left past Miller Golf
Course, 3rd house on right

Wanted to lease or lease to own: Nice home
outside of city limits, on at least 1 acre
(preferably morel. with3+bedrooms, 24-baths,
1700+sq ft, arid garage(s)/outbuilding(s).
Excellent references. Call 270-293-9800 or
270-293-7511.

Las Properly
LAKE LOT SALE!
1+ AC.$29,900
FREE Boat Slips
Sat., July 12th.
All new 1+ acre lake
access parcel on
160,000 acre
Kentucky Lake Save
$5000 GUARANTEED!
Prime dockable
lakefront available
Lowest financing in
25+ years Be 1st to
see! Call now 1-800704-3154,
1919

BUILDING lot for sale
(270)210-3781
(270)559-2032

460
homes For San

Heavy
•Amoncar.
Equipment
Training
Equipment
Operator
Classes. 866-280-5836
Accredted
NCCER
Financing
Employment Assistance
available. State Training
Dollars Available to
Qualified Applicants.
Train in Kentucky.

Prep
Certification
Placement Assistance
Financial assistance
Georgia School ol
Construction
www Heavy5 corn Use
code -KYCNH" or call
1-866-712-7745
MORTGAGESMOME
LOANS

3/3 stone house, 25
acres, barns, fenced.
Kentuckyy
Lake
access via bordering
TVA, $279.500. Photos
at http://www.landand- .'Get Crane Trained!
farm.corn/properties/w Crane/ Heavy Equip
estern okentuckyohors Training.
National
e_farm....asp. 270-354E805.
460
1
Homes For Sale
38R/2BA brick home,
2 living areas, hardwood. gorgeous interi- EXCELLENT location
or, new 17k rood, 4K in less than one mile from
landscaping, lake area. town. Beautifully decorated 2BR, 1BA mobile
$125,000.
gorgeous
lot.
3BR/2BA fixer upper on
Carport wan storage.
near the lake. $25,000
commercail All appliances and
Large
upper some furnishings stay.
store, fixer
$125.000. Call Angie. $35.000. Call 97Eappt.
for
The Lakes Real Estate 7745
position
Company. 866-354- Immediate
available
9410

L

*Della Career Academy
Currently Enrolling Vocal
students for lb day
Class-A CDL truck driver training $800-$850
weekly avg starting
60
Second
pay
Approval
800-8830171

•10 more applicants
www kygovneeded
e rn mentioans corn
Financed
100%
Mortgage Fair or NO
credit OK Low 30 year
fixed rate Apply online
or 859-489-6400 or
• Driver -Home
859-533-3676 E 0 L
Weekends! Co. Drivers
Your Up to .42cpm. 0/0's
•Countrywide.
leader for home loan .90cprn +FSC 1 yr. VT
Offering Experience.
solutions
Good
Jumbo. Conventional, MVR, Stable Work
FHA,
VA,
Rural History
req.
Epos
Housing Purchase or Transport (8881493Refinance
Free E047 sweicepestransCall port.corn
Consultation
Jennifer (502)639-4711
*Drivers. 13 Drivers
or Donna (502)541Sign-On
Needed.
E125
Bonus 35-42 cpm. Earn
SPORTING/SPORT- over $1000 weekly.
ING GOODS
benefits.
Excellent
Need CDL-A & 3 mot
•CHERRY BLOSSOM
recent OTR 800-635GOLF.'COUNTRY
8669
CLUB, Georgetown.
Voted #1 public access *Drivers: Class-A & B
golf
course
by Drivers Needed! Local,
GolfWeek Magazine. Regional & OTR Job
Join us for your next Openings In Louisville.
round or outing. Call KY, Evansville, IN &
502-570-9849.
Princeton, IN Areas NO
FORCED DISPATCH
.'Gun Show! July 12-13.
866-270-2665 (2YRS
Sat. 9-5 & Sun 9-4.
RECENT
EXP
Somerset, KY. The
REQUIRED)
Center, 2292 S.Fivry 27
vinwebestcdliobs.net
Buy, Sell, Trade. Info.
(563)927-8176.
•Drivers- Competitive
Pay, Great. Home Time,
TRAVEL
Van and Flatbed Fleets.
•DESTIN, FORT WAL- Accepting
Recent
TON BEACH, SOUTH Grads, 23 YO, lyr OTR,
WALTON,
PANAMA CDL-A.
Srrithway
CITY & PORT ST JOE, Motor Xpress 888-619FLORIDA. Best selec- 7607 1ANYW.SMNC.COM
tion of beach cottages,
*Drivers- Home weekhomes & condos. Onends,
Great
pay!
line
Reservations.
Company
&
LP
wsweSoutherriResorts.
Available. Paid vacation
com 800.737.2322
& premium benefits.
'Panama Oty Beacn, CDL-A and 3 months
Beacon experience required.
Sandpiper
(800)441-4271
Beach Resort. From Call
$99 (1-2ppl) Fireworks sKY-100
every Saturday! Lazy
+Drivers- We have Miles
river, irt/ouldoor pools
& Freight! Positions
w/slides. Playground.
available ASAP! ClassFree Wi-Fl, &Discount
A CDL w/tank endorsecoupons&
800-488asee Too Pay &
892t3 www.stindpiper- ment
premium benefits. Call
beacon.com
877-484-3061 or Visit.
WWW oakleytransport c
TRUCK DRIVERS
on,
HELP WANTED
•Ann Drivers: HOME
WEEKENDS!
GET
PAID aOrt PER MILE,
Tarp Pay & 6% Bonus!
CDL-A & 6 rm. flatbed
exp. req'd. W.V.T. 800-246-6305 wwwwvtonline.com

•Flattied CDL-A Dnvers:
Dedicated runs. All
miles paid plus benefits.
Home often. 866-9252778; 1-800-366-6361
Truck
*International
Driving School located
in KY now enrolling students. Class-A CDL
Training,
Job
Assistance. Financing
to help everyone. Start
working now! Call 888780-5539.

*Big G Express Inc Is
Expanding!! Drivers living in a 50 mile radius
of Louisville. Bowling
Green or Lexington KY
call today for more
information 800-684Owner
•Midwest
9140 x2
Operators
Needed!
Owner $1.05 ALL miles ($1 20
•Carhauler
Operators
Wanted! for temperature conUnited Road has oppor- trol). Generous fuel surGuaranteed
tunities for Experienced charge.
weekends
Carhaul
Owner home
Operators. You must Permits, fuel taxes paid.
miles.
possess a clean MVFI. 2500-3000
clear criminal back- Frontier (800)991-6227
ground, pass DOT •Quit Long-haul, run
physical & Drug test regional and HAVE IT
Call John 800-221 ALL! $.45/mile. Home
5127 ext186
weekly!
Benefits!

•CDL
Class
A&B
Classes Truck America
Training 866-244-3644
•ATTEND COLLEGE Financing
Online from home. Employment Assistant
State
'Medical
'Business available.
Dollars
'Paralegal 'Computers Training
'Criminal Justice. Job Available to Qualified
placement assistance. applicants. Train in
Computer
available. Kentucky.
Financial Aid if qualified. •Class-A CDL Driver
866-858-2121 wanted in Clarksville,
Call
www.CentoraOnline co TN Area Company &

*Can You Dig It? Heavy
Equipment School. 3wk
training
program.
Backhoes. Bulldozers,
Trackhoes Local Job
placement asst. Start
digging dirt now. 86E362-6497

.Company Drivers- We
have Miles!' Top pay 0
42CPM & new pay
package Class-A CDL
required Call i800)4471211 x2057 or visit
www transportamen
ca COM

0/Ops, flatbed & Van
freight Excellent pay &
benefits, home weekerds, low deadhead
miles Call M-F 8am5pm 866-317-9264

Stability for peace of
Heartland
mind!
Express
1 -800-441 4953 www.heartlandexpress.corn
*Transfer
Drivers
Needed 40 CDL ClassA or B drivers to transfer
motor
homes,
straight trucks, tractors
and buses. Year round
work. 1-800-501-3783
WANTED TO BUY
.0'1 Wells, Old Wails on
your farm? We will put
ir operation or purchase the equipment,
oil, minerals or currently
producing wells Call 1270-9296095
Haines For Ws

Greg Taylor
Attorney at Law
Contracts, Deeds
Titles, Closings
761-4558
111..0001
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Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Calhoon Construction, u.c
FREE
etes
EStiM

Licensed
and Insured

FriEE
EStiMateS

Additions. Drywall, Painting. Windows,
Rooting, Decks. Sun Rooms,
Screen Porches. Concrete and Repairs

WATERS Edge RV
Park & Manna Annual
RV sites on the lake
with YFi and cable
Perk model cottage on
the lake for sale 2704 3 6 - 5 3 2 1
www watersedgeky co

Yokes

JOE s JOBS

We Sell & deliver red gravel, pea
gravel, large wash rock, dirt and Sand.
Approx. 9 Miles on 641 N. Ot Murray
to Charley Miller Rd.. then take a right
on Hopkins Rd.

753-9899
Family owned & operated

JONES ROOFING CO.
QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
YOU CAN DEPEND ON!
/5 Years Experienc.

A, •Tear-Offs

Frost

Estimates!\

"
"epsee
.0 New Roots 2
10
—.
Nod
• Repairs
•Workmanship
Guaranteed
J Pbeee: 7114311

011aies

calk ,
2 34314

EAST VALLEY
DIESEL REPAIR
24 HQIJU

1989 Venture 28 ft.
Pontoon boat with top
& cover, 115 Mercury,
p mm & tilt, trolling
motor, depth finder,
excellent
condition
$2,650 or may take
trade or best offer.
(270)436-2388

LAM
'
I AWN. SERV (
I I
ManKuring,
andst aping &
Vaautimont, 1,.

MOWINg
.
,

rowsiic

gtiarantte4

— SPECIALIZING irt
• D•ese• & Gasodme Erv•r* Re;•••7••

753-1816 227-0611

• kr Corctaxo•N RK,s, • EogoleReruqi,nc
• YeNcie Jmocks • PnalSitle Assslar•ce

-YOUR AD
COULD BE •
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00.'
A MONTH
CALL 75.3A916
• ..

AU. THE LATEST EOUIPMENTIJIP
•
24 HOLM SERVICE'
800 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY

270-767-1773

Hill Electric

Professional Floor
Maintenance Service

Since 1986
24 Noun walnut
Res., Corn. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562

.., 'A Clara Hoer leflocts om Tee
I
Specializing in Ceramic and
Commercial Tile

FREE ESTIMATES
Sims Warm • taw
270-705-21S1

MOVE IN READY!
213 South 13th St.
3 BR. newly remodeled, tiled
kitchen and dining
area,
hardwood floors, all
appliances,
includes washer and
dryer.
Garage, deck, privacy
fence.
Central heat and air
Call today'
Diversified Real
Estate Services
Wilms Woods,
Broke,
270-759-4078 or 2938989
MURRAY
Estates.
Pool.
4 BR, 2.5 BA, double
fireplace, bonus room,
appliances included,
walk-in closets. 2672
sq ft. Master suite, 1st
floor. Beautiful view
&275,000. 753-3332
NEW 4 BR,2 BA, 2 car
garage, concrete drive
4,000 total sqtt and
sqtt
living
2600
Landon
Lane
Subdivision
(270)210-3781
(270)559-2032

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riverfleld
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872
REDUCED to sell2 homes and ground central-air- wheel chair
many
accessible,
extras. etc. Phone
( 2 7 0 )4 3 6 - 2 6 5 9
(270)293-7182
REDUCED!
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage. waterfront lot, with trees.
• storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp.
boat
Call
$248,S00.00.
753-2905 or 293-8595.
REDUCED, 3 BR 2
BA. brick, sun room All
new inside, paint carpet, stove, refrigerator,
fenced back
large
Just off of
yard
Glendale rd on 9th St
753-4443. 753-8406

240 Maws Delve
Ifiegfleed, KY 41044

SMALL eaten on lake
705 Lakeview Or
Resort.
Buchanan
Newly remodeled. 2 Br.
1 BA, 3 lots. Owner
must sell. Call 256609-0030

Cool ride, great mpg.
2600 Suziki GZ250,
7,645 miles. Excellent
conditiondressed.
$1,800. 270-293-6547

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
ALL Carpentry
Remodeling, additions,
decks, home & mobile
home repair, water &
termite damage, tile &
hardwood floors. 30
yrs exp. Larry Nirnmo
753-2353 753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
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Starting at S20
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2711-753-2279

06 PT Cruisey 4cyl.
4dr, tinted windows
new Michelin tires.
55. 687mi. $7,900.
731-247-3744
2001 Dodge Intrepid,
4-DR, SE, V-6
293-3515
1993 Buick Century
489-2032
Survivor
1969
Mustang. No wrecks.
No rust. Great Shape.
Serious offers only.
$13.500 0130. Days 753-3153. Evenings
293-4076, 227-5950,
753-3507.

2001 Ford Ranger XLT
60,000 MI, V-6 good
condition, fully loaded.
$7,000 (270)227-5421
2000 Toyota Tundra
4x2 V8 groat truck,
hilly seviced including
timing bett, full power,
auto, ac. os air bags.
low packagae, am-fm
cd player. 114,000
miles. $7.500.
436-5610.
99 Ford Ranger 4 dr
supercab, V-6 auto,
loaded, new tires, 82k
270-978-1548
mi
$5,950

CATHY'S
Waiipapenng,
Painting
270- 227-6606
NADEAU'S
Construction
•Flooring .Decks
*Vinyl siding -All
Home Impreverrents
(270)978-2111
Licensed/insured
nadeauconstruction net
FOON111.1Nt.,

FREE

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.
GRAVEL, white rock,
sand delivered
270)293-1924

IN'
\1 \ \(.1 5.11 \l
•weekly & special p
• locally me ned/opetated
7.59-1151 • 293-278.3
293-2784

Aldridge & McCutston
Rooting Co

1.111,1t.

'Wins Brit
wailers
hluirken Bar,,n
I
tree. ref oral.,

St. Rt 12114.
753.8087

1101

M
lawn Service
.011t1 Aftoit Ii lialalmq

Mitch Knight
270 227 0906
Tres
VEARRY'S
Service Free soh
mates Phone 436'
2932, 227-0267

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
'since 1971'
•Carpets .Upholstery
•Emergency Watar
Removal •Ouick
Drying
Free Estimates
76341127
NEED a metal roof
installed/ Call Damn at
270-752-0414

ilia years saga
Lameamod rrentraerisa
Nos lieleniese
1270)203-y02D
(270)29$-1924

(270)1044411

4111., 21- -1,41

41,1tyothi ft irmwrocl

Craft
live
CHRIS
aboart hoUseboat 46
II. air heat to 30 below
zero insulated Newly
rebuilt twin mark cruise
350 engine and rebuilt
interior with washer,
dryer $35,000 Al skip
in New Concord, KY 1612-306-7559
WATERS Edge RV
Park & Marina. New
covered boat dock.
12x28 slips Yearly
rental. 270-436-5321
www.watersedgeky.co

ice,„

Weed

Campers

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007

AHART'S
GRAVEL & SAND

Thursday, July 10, 2008 • .311

Calloway
WEST
County Devetopment
Track Hoe, Dozer
Backhoe work, Septic
systerrs Top Soil and
Gravel for sale delivered 270-210-3781.
270-559-2032

iut(UMOTer, art I
Spr,tali/ iirg in

the la,,t not you.
will ever need

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

restunaletria and
metal rooting
Redrar
1270/9713-0606
1270)3822028

Weddiny pianist

489

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, no,
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
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Microchip Clinic to be held Saturday
If your cat or kitten were
lost, would someone have a
way to identify the kitty in
order to return it home? Rarely
are cats found with any form
of identification so, according
to the Humane Society of the
United States, only two percent of cats or kittens taken
to animal shelters are reunited
with their owners.
"Cats do not have as many
rights in Kentucky as dogs.
Owners need to take measures
like microchipping to protect
them." says Murray-Calloway
Animal Shelter Director Darla
Jackson. "Unlike a stray dog
that has a five-day hold period to allow time for the owner
to reclaim it, there is no hold
period for cats or kittens.
Sadly, for a variety of reasons,
cats and kittens may be adopted or euthanized the very same
day that they come into the
shelter."
A decision to euthanize can
occur for a variety of reasons:
poor physical health, age-related health issues (young or old),
behavior issues, kennel stress
and lack of space. It is an
extremely difficult decision, but
until pets are spayed and
neutered with more frequency,
the problem of pet overpopulation will continue.
"We never want to euthanize, but it is a reality here
in Calloway County because
of the numbers of animals that
come in," says Jackson: "Just
since July 1, we have had more
than 100 animals brought into
the shelter."
Because happily some animals are reclaimed and to keep
the animals safe from the dangers of being on their own.
lost or stray pets should be
brought into the shelter so they
can be provided with food,
water and housing from the
elements. Bringing them to a
centralized location provAes
owners with a place to look
for their lost pet. The key, however, to having more reunions
is for more pets to have some
type of identification.
A collar and identification
tag is standard identification
for a dog but it can be difficult, and sometimes dangerous,
to place a collar and tag on a
cat, The ideal solution to having identification on your cat
or kitten as well as your dog
is to microchip them. If they
are found and taken to the
shelter, humane society or vet
clinic and scanned, the owner
can be located quickly.
The Humane Society of Calloway County will be having
a Cat Adoption and Identification Event this Saturday, July
12 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
Murray Digital Solutions, the
computer store located on the
south side of the Court Square.
Cats will be microchipped for
$10 which includes the
microchip and registration.
Bring your cats or kittens in
a carrier and your dogs on a
leash. Kittens and puppies as
young as 8 to 12 weeks old
can be safely microchipoed.
Having your pet microchipped
can help to bring it home and
possibly save its life.
Whether your cat is kept
indoors or outdoors, or only
ventures outside occasionally,
he or she can get lost or possibly be mistaken for a stray
and taken to the shelter by someone who is unfamiliar with the
cat. Kathy Hodge, executive
director of the Humane Society of Calloway County, says,
"We receive reports frequently
of lost cats that have always
been indoors, but, on this one
occasion, slipped outside. In
the case of a natural disaster
such as a tornado, your cat or
dog can become lost and a
microchip can be its ticket
home."
What if your pet is acci-

dentally let outside while you
are one •iacation, then mistaken for a stray and taken to
the shelter? Without identification, there is no way for the
shelter staff to know if this is
an owned pet or how to contact the owner. Decisions
regarding the fate of a cat or
kitten are sometimes made
quickly due to the behavior
condition of the cat when it
arrives at a shelter or vet clinBy having the kitty
ic.
microchipped, the owner can
be contacted.
"It is so important to have
your cats microchipped," says
The Humane Society of Cal-,
loway County Friends of the
Shelter Coordinator Kat Fick.
"I know that if any one of
my cats ever got lost and were
taken to the shelter, they would
be very frightened and, as a
result, act very poorly. I am
sure they would cower, hiss
and possibly try to strike out
making them more like to be
euthanized."
"I have all of my cats
microchipped because I would
want them returned to me as
soon as possible. A couple of
mine could be mistaken for
being semi-feral or unsocialized in a strange and scary.
setting like the shelter, and
would most certainly be deemed
unadoptable." Fick continues.
"They are precious to me and
part of the family. I want to
make sure that they would have
every opportunity to come home
to me."
The mission of The Human:
Society of Calloway Count).
a United Way organization, is
to extend humane education,
teaching kindness and concern
for animals and humans alike,
to relieve suffering and prevent cruelty to animals; to
increase awareness of pet overpopulation and work to reduce
it; to enrich our community

Photo provided

A microchip can ensure that a cat such as Skipper is
returned home quickly when lost. The Humane Society of
Calloway County will be microchipping cats at a cat
microchip and adoption event on Sat., July 12.
through the promotion of quality of life for animals and people.
For any questions regarding
microchip identification or other
animal topics in our commu-

Fiesta a a domestic medium hair black
.ed white, five-we-A+ old lerrvi,e

nity, please contact the Humane
Society of Calloway County at
270-759-1884 or humanesociety@murray-ky.net or visit our
office at 607 Poplar Street Suite
A- I.

Ears is an Australian Shepherd mix,
four months old, female

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

for ri tore iniormation rootact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter *
at (270) 759-4141

Jo,

Italian at it's best!
It's been
a very busy
time
with
the July 4th
holidays.
Freedom
First,
and
Froggy Feat.
But, Italian
Ls always a
hit around
our house.
My daughBy Mr. Mom - ter Maggie
Mark Anderson would walk
a mile for
Italian food and after eating it
you need to walk a mile. My
step-father in law is and American - Italian nd I studied in
Italy. so I have a ton of recipes.
Some are very time consuming
and sonic are very easy so check
these out.

Tried & True
Recipes

Italian Salad
By Mike Bagilo
Italian Dressing
1/2 cup white or red wine
vinegar
1/3 cup water
1/3 cup vegetable oil or olive
oil
1/4 cup light corn syrup
2 1/2 tablespoons grated
Romano cheese
2 tablespoons dry' pectin (used
to thicken iellyt
2 tablespoons beaten egg or
egg substitute
1 1/4 tsp. salt
1 tsp. lemon mice
1/2 teaspoons minced . fresh
garlic or 1 tsp garlic powder
1/4 teaspoons dried parsley
flakes
pinch of oregano
pinch of crtobed red pepper
flakes, or to taste
Combine all of the ingrcdiems with a mixer on medium
speed for 30 seconds -Or- in a
blender on low speed for 30 seconds -Or- use a wand mixer on
low speed for 30 seconds. Chill
at least I hour.

Italian Salad
I Head or Iceberg Lettuces
chopped
1 Head of Romaine Lettuce
chopped
I Red Onion sliced and separated
I Tomato Diced
6 Peppercini Peppers
I Stn. Can of Pitted Black
olives
Add all of ingredients to a
bowl and toast. Pour dressing
over salad and chill. Top with
garlic croutons and serve.
Baked
By Mike Bagilo
16 ounces Lib pasta
1 pound Italian sausage
2 medium carrots, cut into
1/2" slices
2 medium celery stalks, cut
into 1/2" slices
1 medium onion, chopped
1 1/2 cups cream
2 tablespoons flour
28 ounces tomatoes, canned,
crushed
1 teaspoon sugar
1/2 teaspoon dried or fresh basil
1/4 te: •rioon fresh grounded
PePPer
16 ounces mot/arena cheese,
shredded
celery leaves, for garnish
In saucepan. prepare hitt macaroni as label directs for minimum cooking time and do not
use salt in water. Drain zifi and
return to saucepan.
Meanwhile. remove casings
from Italian-sausage . In 12-inch
skillet over medium-high heat,
cook sausage meat until well
browned, stirring oscasionally to
break up sausage. With slotted
spoon. remove sausage meat to
bowl.
Preheat oven to 375 F:. In
drippings remaining in skillet,
over medium-high heat, cook carrots, celery, and onion, stirring
occasionally, until vegetables are
golden and almost tender.
In 2-cup measure or medium
bowl, with fork, mix milk and flour
until smooth; stir into vegetable

mixture in skillet. Add crushed
tomatoes, sugar, dried basil, and
pepper: over high heat, heat to
boiling. Reserve 1 cup shredded
mozzarella for topping. Into
cooked ziti in sauceboat, stir vegetable mixture, sausage, and
remaining mozzarella cheese.
Spoon mixture into deep 3-quart
casserole, sprinkle with reserved
mozzarella cheese.
Bake casserole, covered. 15 to
20 minutes until cheese melts and
mixture is hot and bubbly. Garnish with celery leaves. Makes g
main-dish servings.
MY EASY TIRAMISE
8 oz. semi-sweet chocolate
4 egg yolks of large eggs
I c. sugar
1 1/2 tsp. vanilla
I (8 oz.) pkg. cream cheese,
cut into pieces at room temperature
I 3/4 c. chilled whipping cream
1 c. fresh brewed strong coffee, cooled
1/4 c. dark rum or (kahlua)
H12 oh.. prepared pound cake
(or store bought), cut into 4 x I
x 1/2 inch strips
In processor finely chop chocolate, set aside. In processor mix
sugar, egg yoiks, add vanilla and
Process until pale yellow. Add
cheese gradually and blend until
smooth. Transfer to a howl. Cover
and chill I hour. Beat whipping
cream until stiff. Fold into cream
cheese mixture. Cover and chill
1 hour lean be prepared 2 days
ahead.) Pour strong coffee into
large shallow dish. Dip cake strips
in coffee to coat completely.
Arrange strips on bottom of shallow dish. Sprinkle with half of
chocolate, top with chilled cheese
mixture. Sprinkle with remaining
chocolate. Cover and refrigerate
at least 2 hours.
As niv daughter anvils% sins
• That's a keeper' and that's Indian. If rou have ii recipe please
e-mail us at mrmommurraykthellsouth.net or write Mr .Mom at Murray Ledger & Times.
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Robin Tattler has been hired
as the new manager of Murray
Main Street and assumed her
duties on July I.
Published is a picture of Tara
Ethendge of Ryan Foods Squad
swinging at a pitch in the 10
and under girls softball game
against West Kentucky Insurance
at the Murray-Calloway County
Park The photo was by Staff
Photographer Mark Young.
Births reported include twin
girls to Kerry and Clarissa
Paschall, July 5.
20 years ago
Area farmers have elected
Hamp W. Brooks to serve a
three-year term on the FrnHA Area
Committee for Calloway and Marshall Counties at the election
held June 30.
Dr. Hugh Noffsinger. professor in the department of education leadership and counseling
at Murray State University for
24 years. has announced his retirement.
Published are pictures of local
basketball players from Murray.
and Calloway County Schools
who attended the Murray State
University' Racer Basketball
Camp.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Gerald Waldrop and Jerry' McCoy,
president of Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair Board, setting up one of the many business sponsored displays at the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Jennie B. Gordon.
Calloway County High School
Meat 'Judging Team of Future
Farmers of America took top
honors at the 1978 Purchase
Region Meats Judging Contest
at Union City. Tenn. Members
were Kenny Erwin, Timmy
Beane, Shayne Lassiter and Dave
Watson.
40 years ago

More deeds of conveyance by:
propert owners on US Hwy.
641 North to the Kentucky
Department of Highways have
been recorded in the office of
Calloway County Court Clerk.
Marine Major John I. Hutson
was awarded his ninth air medal
while serving with Marine Fighter Attack Squad in Vietnam His
wife is the former Zetta Yates,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L.R.
Yates of Murray.
Rev. Ray Roberts of Paducah is the speaker at the revival
now in progress at New Concord United Pentecostal Church.
50 years ago
Lavanda Collins. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wcxxirow Collins
of Almo and a graduate of Almo
High School, has enlisted in the
United States Air Force. She is
now in training at Lackland Air
Force Base. Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. William R.
Furches have won a 17-day allexpense paid trip to Europe by
the A.H. Pond Company. Inc.. pro-.
ducers of Keepsake diamond
rings. The couple operates a jewelry store on the east side of
the Murray counsquare.
Bro. Layne Shanklin will he
the speaker at the revival at
Independence Methodist Church
July 12-18.
60 years ago
Members of the Calloway
County Homemakers Club attending the Purchase Pennyroyal District meeting at Cadiz were Mrs.
Hansford Doran. Mrs. Maynard
Ragsdale, Mrs. Johnnie Walker.
Mrs. Samuel Adams, Mrs. E.D.
Shipley and Mrs. R. L. Cooper.
They were accompanied by
Rachel Rowland, Calloway County Home Demonstration agent.
Calloway County had two
teams at the Junior Dairy Field
Day held at Murray State College. Paul Jackson of Columbus.
Ohio, was director of the special event.

Et A ES V ES L_ LJ IE

In 1951, armistice talks aimed
at ending the Korean War began
at Kaesong.
in 1962, the Telstar communications satellite was launched from
Cape Canaveral, Fla.
In 1973. the Bahamas became
fully independent after three centuries of British colonial rule.
In 1978, ABC-TV launched its
reformatted

evening

new vast.

"World News Tonight," with
anchors Frank Reynolds. Peter Jennings and Max Robinson.
In 1985, bowing to pressure
from irate customers. the CocaCola Co, said it would resume
selling old-formula Coke, while
continuing to sell New Coke.
In 1991, Boris N. Yeltsin took
the oath of office as the first
elected president of the Russian
republic.
Ten years ago: The Diocese of
Dallas agreed to pay $23.4 mil-

Treat diabetes without
meds — if you can

Struggling single dad finds
out how little he knows
DEAR ABBY: I am a single parent. although I never
intended to be. Last fall, I
was asked to baby-sit a 14boy. He has been in
my custody ever since. His
mother abandoned him. Only
in the last
nionth have
I
actually
gotten legal
custody of
him
from
Social Services. The
problems he
had prior to
being with
tne
have
caused me
By Abigail
legal
Van Buren
expenses I
never could
has e imagined. (They are all
paid now.)
I sold my truck and moved
out of my original apartment,
so I don't have much. We have
no furniture other than the
beds we sleep on and a dining room table we received as
gift. I have no idea where
to go for help. I have no idea
what I am doing as a parent.
But I made a promise to that
boy. and I fully intend to make
sure that I carry it through.
What do I need to know? -NEW FATHER IN NORTH
CAROLINA
DEAR NEW FATHER:
Congratulations on becoming
a father. You have already mastered the most important lesson on becoming a parent -and that's being there for your
child. The library is filled with
books on parenting, and I'm
sure you will find some answers
there. But you are already a
stable influence, and that's what

Dear Abby

Todaylnillstori
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. July 10.
the 192nd day of 2008. There are
174 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 10, 1940. during World
War II. the Battle of Britain began
as Nazi forces began attacking
southern England by air.
On this date:
In 1850, Vice President Millard Fillmore assumed the presidency, taking the oath of office
following the death of President
Zachary Taylor.
In 1890. Wyoming became the
44th state.
In 1908, William Jennings
Bryan was nominated for president by the Democratic National
Convention in Denver.
In 1919, President Woodrow.
Wilson personally delivered the
Treaty of Versailles to the Senate, and urged its ratification.

Murriki Ledgrr & limes

lion to nine former altar boys
who said they'd been molested
by a priest.
Five years ago: During a visit
to Botswana. President Bush
pledged to the nation with the
world's highest AIDS infection
rate that it would have a strong
partner in his administration in
fighting the disease. Spain opened
its first mosque in 500 years
Astronomers announced they had
found the oldest and most distant
planet yet, a huge, gaseous sphere
13 billion years old and 5,600
light years away. Lord Shawcross,
Britain's chief prosecutor at the
Nazi war crimes trials in Nuremberg, died in Cowbeech, England,
at age 101.
One year ago: China executed
the former head of its food and
drug agency' for approving untested medicine in exchange for cash.

CO

the boy needs. You should also
know that there is money available to take care of your boy,
and the Department of Social
Services should he able to help
you get it.
DEAR ABBY: Due to years
of abuse at the hands of nly
parents. I decided I could no
longer continue a relationship
with them. Ten years ago, for
the sake of my mental health.
I took control and cut the "disease" out of my life. It was
one of the hardest things I
have ever had to do, but it
was also one of the best decisions I ever made. I am now
a happier, healthier person and
have no regrets.
My problem is people who
hear about my decision feel
the need to tell me about the
"inevitable regret" I will feel,
and that I should forget the
past and make amends.
My decision was not made
lightly. I gave it considerable
thought and, while it may not
be the right choice for everyone, it was the right one for
me. People are entitled to their
opinion, but I am tired of feeling as though I have to defend
myself.
Please encourage your readers to respect the decisions of
others, even if they don't always
agree.
-- PEACE AT LAST IN
TORONTO
DEAR PEACE AT LAST:
Do not feel you have to defend
yourself. Those who are trying to warn you about your
"inevitable regret" are speaking through the filter of their
own experience. They do not
understand that some family
relationships are toxic rather
than nurturing, so don't argue
the issue. Accept that they
mean well and tune them out.
You have suffered enough.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I'm starting
a small business and have begun
to purchase office equipment.
When any recent purchase
comes up in conversation, the
next thing out of people's
mouths is, "How much did
that cost?"
I think that qUestion is
extremely presumptuous. I don't
ask them how much their new
car or their new house cost
them. What's the best way to
politely ignore the question? - JUST WONDERING IN
ITHACA, N.Y.
DEAR JUST WONDERING: If you bring up the subject of a new purchase, it is
natural for people to be curious. The way to avoid a problem like yours is not to "go
there" in the first place. My
advice is to stop talking about
the items you're buying, and
your problem will resolve itself.

diabetes can be controlled by dtet,
without medication and without
outside monitoring. This is a favorable option that I definitely
endorse, since all drugs have ode
effects
DEAR DR. GOTT: For some
time, my family and I have been
troubled with eating in restaurants, only to end up — sometimes within minutes -- with
explosive diarrhea We've gone
to a well-known chain and to fine
establishments. We've had the same
meals. different meals, and one
if not all of us. gets ill every
time. My wife and daughter recent
ly had identical meals in a classy
Italian restaurant, and my slaughter got sick immediately, while
my wife was rust queasy. Generally. after the first attack, things
settle down and we simply lec
rxsor but get over it in a few
hums. Do you have any ideas
and are other people having the
same problem?
DEAR READER: I have two
hams of thought. The first is that
you could he suffering from food
poisoning, but this is unlikely
because several of you visit
variety of restaurants and don'
get ill every time.
In all likelihood, your family
is accustomed to certain foods at
home that are seasoned with certain spices. When you visit restaurants, you are exposed to a variety ol foods and additives that make
everything taste wonderful, but to
which your digestive systems arc
unaccustomed. You might try
blander dishes, avoiding rich sauces
and desserts when dining out. You
may also want to avoid restaurant salads because most restaurants wash their lettuce in a sulfite solution that can cause immediate, sometimes uncontrollable.
diarrhea itt people sensitive to it

DEAR DR. (,OTT: My doctor told me I have diabetes. My
choice was to control it by dieting, and my doctor set me up to
we a dietician I billowed the
diet and later asked my doctor
for a prescnption for a glucose
so
I
RICICI
could 111011110f

levels.
my
She refused I
asked
her
again
later.
leaving her a
message, and
she
never
called
me
back.
Is it standard for a
doctor
to
refuse a preBy
Dr. Peter Gott scription for a
meter to activate insurance coverage when controlling diabetes by dieting?
DEAR READER: It is true
that glucose meters help people
check their blood-sugar levels at
home or in locations outside a
doctor's office or laboratory_ As
a general rule. levels stay within
normal limits throughout the day,
and are lowest in the morning
and higher after meals. Diabetics
or people on special diets controlled through medication in tablet
form generally monitor their readings once or twice a week, either
before meals or about one and a
half hours after eating. Not all
diabetics need to perform regular
blood glucose checks. However,
insulin-dependent diabetics require
tighter control and often need to
test their glucose levels several
times a day.
If I can read between the lines.
I conclude your sugar level was
minimally high when your doctor
checked it. She must believe your

Dr. Gott

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•6 4 2
IPA K
•Q 1(19 /i 7 5
•A K
WEST
EAST
*9
•A K /4 7 5 3
•ft 4
'1 6 5 2
•J2
•A K
+87642
410 5 3
sotrutt
4Q 110
Q 1097
•6 4 3
•Q J9
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
I NT
1•
*
Pass
3 NT
nine of spades.
Opening lead
Dear Mr. Becker: I have been a
reader of your column tOr many
years and have billowed with interest
your recount Mg of the cantons or
sonic of the most prominent players
in the world.
However, though I've never won a
national championship or, for that
matter, any other kind of championship, I hereby stake my claim to at
least equal recognition as one of the

world's foremost players.
The only catch is that all my marvelous bids and plays take place
while I'm asleep, and I must confess
that there is .111 enormous difference
between the way I play when I'm
awake and the way I play when I'm
asleep. In case you don't believe me,
Just ask my partners how I play when
I'm not in the land of Nvd.
Here is a typical example of' my
prowess. I played the hand Just last
ntslit

,
1)11, aslccp, of ,oursc. I

was West and led the nine of spades.
My wile, Sapphira, won the trick
with the king and continued with the
ace and another spade.
I'm sure everybody would think
that South must now make the contract. since his only losers, as the
cards lie, appear to he two diamond
tricks. lita, as I stated earlier, these
the
players are totally' unaware
brilliance of my play when I am in
the arms of Morpheus.
On Sapphire's ace of spades I
discarded the king of diamonds. and
on the third round of' spades I discarded the :tee of diamonds! As
result of these two plays, there was
nothing South could do to Mold
going down two.
Cordially. yours. Ford . Wins,

tomorrow: Bidding qui/.

•••

Crosswords
39 Boot angler
40 Sporty trucks
42 Sauce with
basil
43 Not now
46 Go for the gold
47 Fishtail
48 Elegant coiffure
51 Pocket change
55 Frat letter
56 Gizzard
57 Revise
58 Superman s
monogram
59 Untold centuries
60 Computer input
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THROUGH THE DRAGON'S NOSE
OVER THE MOAT, UNDER THE
CASTLE,ANP
INTO THE.
HOLE,

OVER THE. DIZACYON, uNDER
THE LICsHTS,THROWN THE
SNALk BAR, AND INTO A
FAT LADY'S CHILI DOG
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WHACK.
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1 Dolphin habitats
5 Make bye-bye
9 Talk to a beat
12 "Moneytalks"
group
13 Cyrus' realm,
today
14 "Evil Woman'
rockers
15 Exude moisture
16 Loud noises
17 Old-time pitcher
— Maglie
18 Born
20 Get rid of knots
22 Damp
25 Tearful request
27 A Baldwin
28 Eur country
29 Golf stroke
33 Sturm — Drang
34 Burrow
35 Might
36 Whip
38 Brown of bog
bands

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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Kind of system
Carpentry tool
Picturesque
Bouodless
Meyers of Kate
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8 Follow upon
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Fishing gear
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Fabric surface
Tow
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SURPRISED
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REMEMBER
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23 Bone below
the elbow
24 Some T-shirts
25 Gets nosy
26 Lower limbs
28 Like some
fears
30 Refs
31 Tight as a
drum
32 Rookie
37 Shade of a
color
39 Removed the
pits
41 Cease-fire
42 Geometry
term
43 Homer's
instrument
44 Sighs of relief
45 Deuces
46 Commitments
49 Major leaguer
50 Marino or
Rowan
52 Snake River
loc
53 Engineering
sch
54 Incomingplane slat
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SECTION C

MID-AMERICA SUMMER SHOOTOUT
Regienal Spec:at Events Center s Saturday-Monday

TOM MIHALEK 1 AP

Joe Mather grabs at his bat after
striking out with the bases loaded
In the seventh inning of the Cardinals 4-2 loss to the Phi!lies in Philadelphia Wednesday.

Mulder leaves
game in first,
St. Louis falls
HOWARD 14..)WERS PHILS'
SPU'IrTERIN(; OFFENSE

r.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The
hiladelphia Phi!lies got a 4-2 win
:Wednesday night, hut they never got much
el a chance to score against Cardinals lefty
/Hark Mulder. The oft-injured pitcher left
his comeback start with more pain in his
shoulder after throwing only 16 pitches
and recording one out in the first.
The Cardinals said Mulder had left
shoulder discomfort and will be evaluated
on Thursday.
"It's like a tease because you think
everything is OK." Mulder said.
Mulder, coming back from two shoulder operations. made his firit start since
September and hasn't won a game in 25
months. The former 20-game winner
struck out Rollins to start the game. then
walked Shane Victorino and Utley.
He was quickly visited by a trainer and
jnanager Tony La Russa. After a brief talk
pn the mound. Mulder left the game.
Mulder said he felt something wrong
:on his last pitch to Rollins.
"I just couldn't get my arm up." Mulder
said. "I couldn't get it to work. I wouldn't
throw right."
: Brad Thompson came in as the emers
limey reliever and got Howard to ground
:into a double play.
• Later in the game. Howard got his
revenge.
• The slugger faced an 0-2 count in a tie
'game and was one unenviable pitch from
adding to his league-high strikeout total.
• Instead, the slugging lefty's swing put
bimself into share of the home run lead.
Howard homered leading off the eighth
inning and Philadelphia's sputtering
offense showed small signs of breaking
Itiose in a 4-2 win over the St. Louis
:Cardinals on Wednesday night.
: Phi[lies manager Charlie Manuel
Cracked he was pleased with the "big fourrun outburst we had tonight."
, Howard drove that 0-2 pitch from Kyle
McClellan (1-4) into the right-field scats
for his 25th homer, rallying the PhiIlies
;after they blew a 2-0 lead. Pedro Feliz
:added a solo shot to left off C'hris Perez
That put an emphatic end to Philadelphia's
?Our-game losing streak.
• Howard's shot tied All-Star teammate
Chase Utley for the NL home run lead.
Howard's 80 RBIs lead the league, and he
Nct a team record for most RBIs before the
All-Star break.
He has also whiffed 124 times and is
batting only .231. Those overall numbers
'don't bother Manuel too much.
"As long as he's a run producer and hit•
ling in big moments of the game, to me.
That might be the most important thing."
214iinUel said.
: The PhiHies needed the insurance in a
berve-racking ninth.
: Brad Litige -- whose fall as an elite
closer in Houston is often pinned on a
mammoth home run he gave up to Albert
.Pujols during the 2005 NLCS -- faced the
Cardinals slugger again with a runner on.
This time, Lidgc retired PujoIs on a fly
40 right and then struck out Rick Ankle!
...with two runners on to earn his 20th save
as many chances.
Clay Condrey (2-1) struck out the side
;for the PhiHies in a scoreless eighth.
Jimmy Rollins and Howard both drove
an a run in the fifth, ending Philadelphia's
:scoreless streak at 16 innings The Phillics
?iiidn't scored since the ninth inning of
:Sunday's I2-inning kiss against the New
:York Mets.
• J.A. Happ cruised for the PhiHies until
Sew CANDINALS, 2C
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Calloway County's George Garner splits the Madisonville defense during last year's Mid-America Summer Hoops Classic at the RSEC.
Both Murray and Calloway County will be represented as the tournament returns this weekend

Ditching the dog days
THE MID-AMERICA SUMMER SHOOTOUT RETURNS TO THE RSEC THIS
WEEKEND, OFFERING HOOPS FANS A RESPITE FROM THE SUMMER DOLDRUMS.
By MICHAEL DANN
Thts Weekend
Sports Editor
Pold-Anwles SummorleeMovt
Lindy Sutter loves his basketball, in
"net: A round-robin tournament leatufing
particular his Murray State basketball,
trign ect•ool basktotbelf'goo& trot?) a throehut white the Racers have put up the
*tato region
sneakers for the summer, he's hoping
1Aftton. Saturday (1230 41 30 pm)Sunday
r1030 m-30 0 rtl Monday NO 30 a en •
to still get his hardwood fix in the form
7.30
p m)
of sonic high school hoops.
Whom Regional Spacial Events Con*
For the filth straight year, Suiter
Local flavor: Murray will fog an A mid
team Muse Cailaray County MN send Najanior
and Dan Hudson will put on the Mid
vivitty squad
America Summer Shootout starting
Saturday at the Regional Special now,..
Events Center on the campus of MSU.
Teams from three states, Kentucky.
The shootout will run through Illinois and Missouri will round
out
Monday, which is tournament day. this year's field. No teams
from
Tournament games will begin around Tennessee will be in attendance
this
11:30 a.m. and tickets are $5 for an all- year due to a new rule that
went into
day pass.
effect that prevents teams from travel"I think this is a great chance for the ing in July.
public to get out and see some good
"That's been something for us to
summer basketball," Suiter said. overcome." Sutter said. "But
I think
"Especially for those like me who are Dan has done a great job going out and
going through some withdrawals right Fettinu. more schools from
Missouri

and Illinois to help offset things.
"It's getting tougher and tougher in
July to host this event," Sinter added.
It's expected that Kentucky will
implement the same rule next season.
forcing Sutter and Hudson to either
find a new date or have an AAU tournament in place of the Summer
Shootout.
As for this year's lineup, local flavor like Murray High and Calloway
County, along
with
Paducah
Tilghman. Graves County. Marshall
County and Fulton County will all be
in attendance.
Top Illinois clubs like Cairo, East
Saint Louis, Edwardsville, Belleville
Althoff and Massac County will
descend to the RSEC.
And for the first time, the Summer
Shootout will feature four girls' hailteams.
University
Heights. Paducah

Tilghman, Chnstian County and an
AAU team from Memphis will usher
in what Suiter believes to get bigger
and better for coming years.
"I really believe that there will he a
lot of exciting games. A lot of these
teams that play in this event or at least
are winners of the tournament go on to
win regional titles and state championships in their respective states."
Suiter noted a 3:30 p.m. date on
Saturday featuring Calloway County
and Marshall County as one gooti
game that should draw some local
attention.
Murray High will play several times
on Saturday and will feature new head
coach Ron Greene.
"This shootout isn't just for us to
showcase the top basketball talent,"
Sutter said. "We're really trying to
help out Murray as well as Murray
State University."

NASCAR

Al. ROUNDUP

Stewart released from Gibbs Racing

Red Sox,
Yanks closing
in on Rays

AFTER TWO CuP CHAMPIONSHIPS, 32 VICTORIES AND NIILLIONS OF
DOLLARS IN WINNINGS,STEWART WANTS OUT OF JGR
By JENNA FRYER
AP Auto Racing Writer
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) • From
his seat in the bright orange No. 20,
Tony Stewart spent a decade driving his
way to superstardom while helping Joe
Gibbs Racing become one of
NASCAR's top teams.
The partnership produced 32 victories. two Cup championships and more
than $68 million in winnings. It also
survived a flurry of storms created by
one of the most tempestuous drivers in
NASCAR history.
It was the perfect union, yet it left
Stewart wanting more.
More than he could ever get at
Gibbs. where an ownership stake wasn't
an option and Stewart was simply the
driver. So Stewart secured his release
from the organization Wednesday,
paving the way for him to purchase his
own NASCAR team.
"While this moment is bittersweet,
we're parting on good terms and we
know that each of us has benefited
greatly from the other." team president
J.D. Gibbs said in a statement.
The remarkable and often emotional
10-year run will end for Smoke. Zippy
and MR at the end of the season.
Gibbs had hoped to sign Stewart to
an extension that would keep the 37year-old driver in his scat past 2009 and
until he retired. but Stewart stalled dur-

ing contract talks. He wanted to see
what else was out them, and given the
opportunity to buy majority ownership
in fledgling Haas-('NC Racing, Stewart
couldn't resist. He scheduled a
Thursday
news
conference
at
Chicagoland Speedway to discuss his
latest venture,
Stewart. who owns several sprint car
teams and a trio of race tracks -including famed Eldora Speedway in
Ohio -- will likely model his NASCAR
team after the Gibbs organization.
Joe Gibbs has supported "Smokeunequivocally through a tumultuous 10
years that saw Stewart punch a photographer. engage in run-ins with fellow
drivers, fans and the media, and often
fall on NASCAR's had side through his
jaw-dropping candor and sharp wit.
He thanked the organization for
sticking by him, and teaching him much
of what he knows as a businessman.
"I've learned so much from them and
have a tremendous amount of respect
for what they've built." Stewart said in
a statement. "I've modeled my USA('
and World of Outlaws teams the same
way they built their NASCAR team,
and I made it a point to find good people to run those programs.
"If I've learned anything from my
time at Joe Gibbs Racing, it's that Joe
Gibbs' saying of, 'You win with people,' is incredibly true.

CHRIS O'MEARA r AP
NASCAR driver Tony Stewart climbs
in his car for the start of the Coke
Zero 400 auto race at Daytona International Speedway on July 5. Joe
Gibbs Racing will release Stewart
from his contract at the end of
the season, ending an incredibly
successful decade in which they
won two championships and turned
the organization into one of
NASCAR's best

By The Associated Press
A semblance of order and familiarity has been restored to the Al.
East. For the second straight day.
the Boston Red Sox and New York
Yankees posted victories and
picked up ground on the Tampa
Bay Rays.
It's still unusual to see perennial
cellar-dwelling Tampa Bay atop the
powerhouses who share their division, hut the race tightened a hit
Wednesday when the Yankees
edged the Rays 2-1 in It) innings at
New York and Boston moved within two games of the lead with an
18-5 win over the Minnesota
Twins.
Both the Yankees and Red Sox
trimmed a game off their deficits
on Tuesday, too. when New York
started its two-game series sweep
of the Rays.
"They know we're still around.
They know that," Yankees closer
Mariano Rivera said after Ness
York closed to six games behind
the Rays, who still own the hest
record in the majors (55-35).
In other AL games. it was
Detroit 8, Cleveland 6, Toronto 9,
Baltimore K. Texas 5. the Los
Angeles Angels 4: Chicago White
Sox 7, Kansas City 6. and Seattle 6,
Oakland 4.
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MLB BASEBALL

HORSE RACING'

-S'C'CPFZE Ela4

Ky. could
ban steroids
this summer

PPEI

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect yqut AUTO
any better than we can'
iff
2" S 12flt St • Murrai, l(* •'7.1 3.11:, j

LLXINGTON, Ky. (AP/ --Kentucky's racing officials are
preparing to vote soon on
whether to ban steroids for racehorses.
Got. Steve Beshear disbanded the Kentucky Horse Racing
Authority last week and
replaced it with the renamed
Kentucky
Horse
Racing
Commission. Some of Beshear's
hand-picked board members
said after an organizational
meeting Wednesday that the
governor made the changes in
part because he wants the
steroid issue put on a faster
track.
"I know he's very against
steroids and he wants us to be a
leader as far as the treatment of
horses,- said Tracy Farmer, the
commission's new vice chairman. -This is our No. 1 industry
AP
in the state. We want to make the
right decisions, and not next in this 1960 photo, Ted Williams of the Boston Red Sox knocks the ball out of the park for a
year. This thing has been studied home run in the second inning against the Washington Senators. Researchers at Washington
to death."
University in St. Louis say that's no coincidence
the baseball diamond, they say, was built
Executive director Lisa for the southpaw.
Underwood said she expects the
commission will vote on a
steroid ban by the end of the
summer. It holds its regular July
meeting on Monday, then will
next meet in August.
Although at least 10 states
have approsed a model steroid
ban being touted across the
industry, the host state of the By JIM SALTER
ters are some of the game's
Musial was so dominant at
Kentucky Derby remains a high- Associated Press Writer
greatest names: Babe Ruth, Ted old Sportsman's Park in St.
profile holdout.
ST. LOUIS (AP) -- David Williams,Ty Cobb, Stan Musial, Louis that Peters, a lifelong
Movement against steroids Peters was born left-handed. It Barry Bonds and George Brett.
Cardinals fan, recalled the team
gained steam after the Triple took a few raps on the hand by
Peters said left-handed hitters for one season removed a screen
Crown races this year. Big teachers, but like many in his are simply taking advantage of a aimed at turning cheap homers
Brown cruised to victory in the generation, he switched to being game set up to favor them, start- into doubles. The move backDerby and Preakness with a
ing with the direction the hitter fired: opposing teams hit more
righty.
legal steroid in his bloodstream,
homers there than Musial and
Maybe that's why Peters. runs to first base.
then didn't get a dose before the now 61. became a scholar
As a right-handed hitter his St. Louis teammates did, and
Belmont Stakes and was eased instead of a first baseman.
swings, his momentum carries the next season, the screen went
by jockey Kent Desormeaux,
Peters is an engineering pro- him the wrong way — toward back up.
finishing last.
While many of the left-handfessor at Washington University third base. A 'efty, already standThere remains debate as to in St. Louis who happens to be a ing roughly 5 feet closer to first ed oddities favor hitters, Peters
how much steroids can improve baseball nut. He looked at base- base, swings and naturally spins said southpaw pitchers have
a horse's performance, consider- ball from an engineer's perspec- in the correct direction.
built-in advantages, too, espeing that often in racing, huge tive and determined that south"And that means the lefty cially at youth league levels
bulk can hamper a competitor. paws have a decided advantage. travels the 90 feet to first rough- where hitters simply don't see
Originally horses took steroids
"Ninety percent of the human ly one-sixth of a second faster them very often. And, he said,
for medical reasons, but lately population is right-handed, but than the righty," Peters said. many people think lefties tend to
some studies have shown the in baseball 25 percent of the 'That translates to more hits and have a natural tail on their pitchdrugs spike an animal's appetite players, both pitchers and hit- a higher batting average.
es that move away from rightand speed up muscle repair after ters, are left-handed." Peters
Because most pitchers are handed hitters.
rigorous workouts.
Not all advantages go to leftright-handed, the left-handed
said.
A Kentucky drug research
"Do lefties have an advan- hitter also tends to have a ies. Catchers are nearly all rightcouncil. led by former authority tage? They definitely do. The matchup advantage.
handed — a lefty trying to cut
vice
chairwoman
Connie statistics bear that out."You see the ball better- as a down a base stealer would have
Whitfield, created a subcommitPeters' observations were for left-handed hitter facing a right- to throw over or around the
tee that could recommend a an article on the university Web handed pitcher. Peters said. right-handed hitter. Infielders
steroid ban as early as next site, not a scholarly journal. "You get depth perception. A except for first basemen are virweek. However, Whitfield, wife Still, they drew the interest of right-handed batter facing a tually all right-handed because a
of Republican congressman Ed experts at the National Baseball right-handed pitcher actually left-hander would have to make
Whitfield, was among the board Hall of Fame in Cooperstown, has to pick up the ball visually an awkward turn to get into
members not retained by the N.Y.. who at the request of The as it comes from behind (the bat- throwing position.
Democratic governor. She didn't Associated Press crunched the ters) left shoulder. You've lost a
Odell notes that it's not being
immediately return a call from numbers of lefties and righties lot of that split-second timing to left-handed, but rather hitting
Press in the Hall. the first time they pick up the ball."
The
Associated
left-handed, that appears to be
Wednesday.
According to the Web site the advantage, at least among
had done so.
Robert Beck, who remains as
Of the 61 enshrined pitchers, retrosheet.org, left-handers hit Hall of Famers. Just 22 of the
the commission's chairman, said 13 are left-handed, according to .272 against right-handed pitch- 138 position players were pure
there are fewer barriers now to John Odell, curator of history ers last season. Righties vs. left-handers — batting and
enacting a ban, but he didn't and research at the Hall of righties hit .261. Against left- throwing left. But 37 right-handspecify which ones were there Fame. At 21 percent, that's more handed pitching, righties hit ed throwers hit left-handed.
previously.
than twice the percentage of left- .281, lefties just .251. But there Among left-handed throwers,
"I think we're going to be ies in the general population.
were 122,053 at-bats against none hit right-handed.
able to streamline some of the
The numbers for hitters were right-handed pitchers last seaprocesses and get some things even more startling. Odell said son, nearly three times as many
On the Net:
done quicker than maybe we 71 Hall of Fame position players as the 45,730 against lefties.
Peters article: http://newswere before the reorganization." batted right-handed. 59 leftPeters even sees a bias info.wustl.edu/tips/page/norBeck said.
handed, and eight were switch- toward lefties in the design of mal/I I 980.html7email1D20 I 1 1
The swearing-in of new hitters.
National Baseball Hall of
many ballparks that feature
board members came just one
www.baseballhallof"Almost parity there," Odell shorter distances to right field, Fame!
day after the arrival of the com- said. -That's way up over what where a left-hander pulls the fame.org
mission's new medical director. you'd expect to see if people ball. Yankee Stadium is famous
Mary Scollay. Scollay had pre- were playing the way their for its short porch. In Boston,
viously served as a veterinarian handedness would suggest."
"Pesky's Pole" in right field is
at two Florida racetracks.
Among the left-handed hit- just 302 feet from home plate
From Page 1C
he ran into trouble in the seventh. He left to a standing ovation with two runners on and one
out in his third major league
start.
'That was probably the best
experience of my life right
there." Happ said. "That's something I'll never forget."
Chad Durbin couldn't hold
tax
the lead, allowing Pujols' sacri-

Statistics show baseball was
made for lefties, researcher says

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Amencan League
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet GB
—
Tampa Bat
55 35 611
Boston
2
55 39 585
New York
49 42 538 6112
4.4 45 49410 1,2
Baltimore
44 47484t1 1'2
Toronto
Central Division
W
L Pct G8
Chicago
53 37 589
—
Minnesota
50 41 549 3112
7
46 44 511
Detroit
14
Kansas City
40 52 435
16
Cleveland
37 53 411
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Los Angeles
54 37 593
Oakland
49 42 538
5
Texas
48 44 522 61,2
Seattle
36 55 396
18

Tuesday's Games
Boston 6 Minnesota 5
N Y Yankees 5, Tampa Bay 0
Detroit 9 Cleveland 2
Toronto 7 Baltimore 6
Texas 3 L A Angels 2
Chicago White Sox 8 Kansas City 7
13 innings
Oakland 2 Seattle 0
Wedneaday's Games
Boston 18 Minnesota 5
NY Yankees 2, Tampa Bay 1 10
innings
Detroit 8. Cleveland 6
Toronto 9 Baltimore 8
Texas 5 L A Angels 4
Chicago White Sox 7 Kansas City 6
Seattle 6 Oakland 1
Thursday's Games
Minnesota (Slowey 6-6'i at Detroit
(Rogers 6-6). 1205 p m
Seattle (Dickey 2-41 at Oakland (Smith
5-7), 235 p.m
N `ir Yankees (Mussina 11-6) at
Pittsburgh (Mahcarn 5-5). 605 p m
Tampa Bay (Sonnanshne 10-3) at
Cleveland (Laffey 4-5). 605 p m.
!Baltimore (Guthhe 5-7) at Toronto
(Parrish 1-0), 6 07 p m
L A Angels (Lackey 6-2) at Texas
(Feldman 3-3), 7:05 p rn
Chicago White Sox (Buehrte 6-7) at
Kansas City (Greinke 7-5), 7 10 p m
Frlday's Games
Baltimore (Burres 6-5) at Boston
(Buchholz 2-3), 6.05 p m
Tampa Bay (Shields 7-5) at Cleveland
(Lee 11-2), 6 05 p m.
Minnesota (Perkins 5-2) at Detroit
(Galarraga 7-2), 605 pm
N Y Yankees (Chamberlain 2-2) at
TO(On10 IHallaclay 10-6), 607 p.m
Chicago White Sox (G.Floyd 10-4) at
Texas (Meocloza I-3). 705 p m
Seattle IF Hernandez 6-51 at Kansas
City (Hochevar 5-7). 710 p m
L A Angels (Garland 8-5) at Oakland
(Gallagher 3-4). 905 p.m

National League
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct G8
49 43 533
Philadelphia
-47 44 516 1 1 ', 2
Florida
47 44 516 1112
New York
43 49 467
Atlanta
6
Washington
14
35 57 380
Contrai ()Wigton
W
L Pct G8
55 36 604
Chicago
51
41
554 4 1,2
St Louis
50 41 549
5
Milwaukee
43 49 46712 1,2
Cincinnati
42
48
46712
Pittsburgh
12
,
42 50 45713 1'2
Houston
West Division
W
L Pct GB
45 46 495
Arizona
45 46 495
Los Angeles
39 52 429
6
San Francisco
39 53 424 6 1 ,2
Colorado
36 56 391 9t.'2
San Diego
--Tuesday's Games
Pittsburgh 4. Houston 3
St Louis 2. Philadelphia 0
N Y Mets 7 San Francisco 0
Arizona 2 Washington 0
Milwaukee 7 Colorado 3
Chicago Cubs 7. Cincinnati 3
San Diego 10, Florida 1
Atlanta 9, L A Dodgers 3
Wednesday's Gaines
Florida 5 San Diego 2
Houston 6 Pittsburgh 4
Philadelphia 4 St Louis 2
N it Mets 5 San Francisco 0
Washington 5, Arizona 0
Colorado 8, Milwaukee 3
Chicago Cubs 5. Cincinnati 1
L A Dodgers 2. Atlanta 1
Thursday's Games
St Louis (Looper 9-6) at Philadelphia
(Moyer 7-6). 12 05 p m
San Francisco (Zito 4.12) at N V Mets
(Maine 8-6) 12 10 p m
Colorado (De La Rosa 3-4) at
Milwaukee (Bush 4-8), 1 05 pm
Cincinnati (Arroyo 6-7) at Chicago Cubs
(Lilly 9-5). 1 20 p.m
NY Yankees (Mussma 11-6( at
Pittsburgh (Mahotrn 5-5), 605 pm
'
Arizona (Haren 8-5) at Washington
(Bergmann 1-61, 6 10 p m.
Florida (J Johnson 0-0) at L A Dodgers
;Park 4-2) 9 10 p m
Friday's Games
San Francisco (Cain 5-7) at Chicago Cubs (Marquis 6-5). 1 20 p m
St Louis (Lohse 10-2) at Pittsburgh
(Duke 4-5), 6 05 p m
Arizona (Davis 3-4) at Philadelphia
(Kendrick 8-3), 6 05 dm
Colorado (Cook 11-6) at NV Mets
(01 Perez 6-51, 6:10 p m
Houston (Oswalt 7-8) at Washington
(Redding 6-3), 635 p m
Cincinnati (Fogg 1-21 at Milwaukee
(Parra 8-2). 7 05 p m
Atlanta {Reyes 2-7) at San D'ego

(Peavy 6-5) 9 05 p m
Flonda (Votstad 1-0) at LA Dodgers
(Stuffs 2-11,940 pm

SportsBriefs
•The 2nd Annual Tiger Classic three-man golf scramble will be held
Friday, July 18 at 1 p.m. at Murray Country Club. Proceeds benefit the ,
MHS boys and girls golf teams. Contact Brad Clendenan at 753-9430
for more information.
II The Murray High School boys and girls golf teams will hold tryouts
on July 15-16 at Murray Country Club. Tryouts run from 9 a.m to noon
both days. Call Justin Scott at 752-2868 for more information.
•The Murray High School boys soccer team will hold tryouts or
Monday, July 14 at 9 a.m, at the Mallory France Soccer Complex. All
boys. grades 9-12 are eligible to try out
III Murray-Calloway County Hospital and the Center for Health and
Wellness, in conjunction with volunteer physicians and nurses, will be
hosting its annual Free Sports Physicals during the month of July. The
free sports physicals will be held in Outpatient Services on July 12, 19
and 26 from 8 a.m. to noon and are available to all middle and high
school athletes at either Murray City or Calloway County school systems. No pre-registration is required. Be sure to bring the form provided by your athletic director. Students must have their guardian's signature on the KHSAA form to receive the physical. Forms will be available
the day of the screening. Contact Melissa Ross, Health Promotions
Coordinator at 762-1832 for more information.
MI The Twin Lakes Coon Club in Hardin has set the following dates
for upcoming youth hunts: Friday, July 18, Saturday, Aug. 23: Friday.
Sept. 26 and Friday. Oct. 10 (finals). The hunts are open to area youth
17 years old and younger

•Cardinals

presidents,3wars and 1 owner later...
Pagliaitis still here with
Lunch for only $5.00.

I 1 a.m. - 4 p.m. Monday-Friday
•Any Half Wrap With Dinner
• Medium Spaghetti With Meat
or Marinara Sauce
Salad
•Pagliai's Chef Salad
• Medium Lasagna
'Any 8" Two Topping Pizza
•6" Italian Roast Beef, Poboy or
•House Special 8" Pizza
Ham and Cheese Sandwich
•Reuben Sandwich
WEDNESDAY ONLY

Medium Spaghetti 2.97 Add Drink for 094
Large Spaghetti $3.96 Add Drink for 99e

Paglia-it
970 Chestnut Street • Murray • 753-2975

I

TODAY'S INIEUP SPONSORED 11E,

fice fly before Troy Glaus
snapped an 0-for-2I skid with a
two-out RBI single that tied the
game at 2.
The Phillies took a 2-0 lead
against Thompson in the fifth.
Rollins, benched earlier this season for not hustling. scooted all
the way to third on an RBI triple
to right.
Howard added a run-scoring
single that made it 2-0.

YSA Pony League wraps up final
week of play; playoffs this week
Staff Report
The Murray YSA Pony
League completed its final week
of the regular season on July 3.
The season champion is the
Judge Mike Miller team with an
I I -I record and runner-up is the
Jason's Collision team with an
8-4 record. The tournament
starts on July 7 and runs through
July 12, when the tournament
champion will be crowned.
Games start at 6 p.m. every
night except Wednesday. See
scores from last week's action
below.
Mike Miller 16. West Ky
Rural 3

Heritage Bank II, MTG 10
West Ky Rural IS, Jason's
Collision 9
Jason's
Collision
13,
Heritage Bank 8
West Ky Rural 12, Granite
Shop 3
Jason's Collision 20, MTG 5
Mike Miller 9, Jason's
Collision 5
Murray YSA Pony League
Standings (as of July 4)
Judge Mike Miller
I1
Jason's Collision Center 8-4
West Ky Rural Telephone7-5
4-8
MTG
Heritage Bank
4-8
2-10
The Granite Shop

111P"
,
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Lindy Suiter.
4esrec,teikkf
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TV, radio
TODAY
AUTO RACING
4 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR Sprint Cup, vaclice for LiteLock corn 400 at Joliet, Ill
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — NASCAR Nationwide
Series final practice for Dollar General
300, at Joliet Ill
7:30 p.m.
SPEED — NASCAR, Sprint Cup, pole
qualifying tor LifeLock corn 400 at
Joliet, ill
CYCLING
7:30 a.m.
VERSUS — low de France stage 5
Aigurande to Super-Besse Sancy
France
GOLF
9 am.
TGC — Eurocean PGA Tour, Scottish
Open first round, at Glasgow
Scotland
Noon
TGC — Nationwide Tour Players CUD,
first round at Bridgeport W Va
2 p.m
TGC — PGA Tour John Deere
Classic, first round at Silvis, Ill
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
•
1:10 p.m.
WON — Cincinnati at Chicago Cubs
SOCCER
10 p.m.
ESPN2
MLS CD Chivas USA at
Los Angeles
WNBA BASKETBALL
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — Los Angeles at Sacramento

WASHINGTON

Murray Ledger & Times
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Ailing Kennedy returns to the Senate for vote

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Friday, July 11, 2908:
Your instincts come through this
year You will discover that by
approaching your reactions and
studying them, you become far
more evolved and transformed.
Travel and education are highlighted. If you are single. someone quite exotic could enter
your life out of the blue. This
person not only will open your
heart but also your mind. If you
are attached, a long-talkedabout vacation could add to the
happiness between you. SCORPIO feels open with you.

WASHINGTON 1AP1 —
statement issued by his office as
Massachusetts Sen. Edward M. the vote was unfolding.
Kennedy, battling a brain tumor.
"Win, lose or draw. I wanted
walked through a wall of to be here. I wasn't going to talc::
applause and into the Senate on the chance that my vote could
Wednesday and cast a dramatic, make the difference"
decisive vote on long-stalled
Kennedy's dramatic return
Medicare legislation.
gave Democrats the impetus
"Aye," the
76-year-old they needed to free Medicare
Kennedy said in a loud voice. legislation from gridlock. It had
smiling broadly and making a received 59 votes on an earlier
thumbs-up gesture as he regis- test, one short of the 60 needed
tered his vote.
to advance. Kennedy made 60,
Spectators in the galleries and when Republicans saw the
that overhang the chamber burst outcome was sealed, several of
into cheers — a violation of them joined Democrats to pad
decorum that drew no com- the margin. The House already
plaints.
has overwhelmingly approved
"It's great to be back. I love the measure.
this place." he said after his brief
Lawmakers are under presVisit,
sure from doctors and the elderKennedy made his way into ly patients they serve to void a
the Senate on his own power, 10.6 percent pay cut for doctors
appearing little the worse for his treating Medicare patients. It
illness. A patch of scalp was kicked in July 1 because of a
clearly visible through his famil- funding formula that establishes
iar white hair, although it was lower reimbursement rates when
spending
levels
not clear whether that was a Medicare
result of surgery he underwent exceed established targets.
or the effects of chemotherapy Some doctors say they'll quit
or radiation that are part of his taking new patients if the cuts
stand.
treatment.
Officials said Kennedy left
He walked into chamber
accompanied by Sen. Barack Boston immediately after his
Obama of Illinois. his party's doily cancer treatment for a
presidential nominee-in-wait- flight to Washington. He was
ing, as well as fellow returning home immediately, in
Massachusetts Sen. John Kerry. time for Thursday's treatment.
Sen. Christopher Dodd of
"It was a very important day.
AP
Connecticut and Kennedy's son, This whole issue of Medicare is Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., followed by his niece Caroline Kennedy. and others. enters
Rep. Patrick Kennedy of Rhode something that's been enor- the Capitol in Washington. Wednesday for the first time since his brain surgery,
Island.
mously important to me since from time to time,- he said.
Washington. He told Reid on Duke University Medical Center
Democratic senators, who I've been in the United States
in Durham. N.C..
Asked what his doctors Tuesday he would be there.
had been tipped to his presence, Senate," a smiling Kennedy told thought about the trip, he said,
Kennedy was last in the
Seated in the Senate gallery
burst into applause when he reporters on returning home "Well, that's another story for Senate in mid-May. He was were Kennedy's wife. Vicki. and
Wednesday
evening.
"This
was
entered. Some Republicans
another time."
diagnosed with a brain tumor Caroline, his niece. As the
looked around quizzically, then a key vote on this issue, so I was
this spring after suffering unex- tourists and senators alike rose
One
official
said
Kennedy
quickly joined in the applause glad to be able to participate.
has been in regular contact with plained symptoms that resulted in a standing ovation, Vicki
when they saw Kennedy.
He said he was touched by
Majority Leader Harry Reid, in his being taken to a hospital Kennedy wiped away tears.
"I return to the Senate today the reception from colleagues.
and had asked his doctors earlier on Cape Cod, Mass., and then
So did many of Kennedy's
to keep a promise to our senior
"It's nice to be able to get a this week whether he could flown to Boston.
colleagues and several Senate
citizens, and that's to protect good round of applause from make
a
quick
trip
to
He later underwent surgery at clerks.
Medicare." the senator said in a even those that you differ with

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** You'll want to work
with others individually. You discover just how important you
are. Open up to conversations
with an eye to positive financial
growth Your efforts pay off,
slowly, if nothing else. Tonight:
Dinner for two

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might want to
defer to others. You might not be
as sure of yourself as you would
like. Rethink a personal issue
with an eye to positive changes.
You are full of flurry, direction
and energy. You encounter
someone like you but even more
determined Tonight: Easy does
it.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Easy does it. You have the
ability to make headway and
allow greater give-and-take.
How you handle an important
project impacts your day.
Fatigue transforms to enthusiasm when a job is well done.
Think positively about opportunities in the near future. Tonight:
Put your feet up.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Resist hitting your head
against a brick wall Stop and
don't
follow
the
group.
Demonstrate
independent
thought and a strong sense of
direction. You do make a difference, and quickly at that.
Evaluate a positive otter. You
might be a lot more pushy than
you realize. Tonight: Hang out.

.wojo,

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You cannot always call
the shots. Right now others want
to air out their feelings. When
you least expect it. someone
comes on like gangbusters.
Listen, but know that you need
not agree. You are your own person Investigate an opportunity
Tonight Happy close to home.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You say what you think
ahd you mean what you say.
Others might have difficulty
grasping how very sure you are
of yourself and your needs.
Don't get into a boxing match
with someone who has very different ideas. Rather, try to
understand where he or she is
coming from. Tonight: Getting
wiser by the second.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** Your need to indulge
comes out despite nearly all
attempts at self-discipline. 'You
might wonder what is going on,
as might many, Keep going within for financial direction. You
don't want to go so overboard
that you cannot come back.
Tonight: Balance your checkbook.

Süjume

11,9)PAYMENT&KOINTEREST 111110,04
Buy One Item at the Regular Discount Price,
get the Second Item of Equal or Lesser
**
Value at 1/2 OFF Retail Price Storewidel
BROYHILL
- Buy Dresser &
Mirror at Reg.
Discount Price
of $1237 - Get
Sleigh Bed
12. Off Rctail

411/ Broyhill'

Lane
Beige Microfiber Glider
Rocker at Reg. Discount Price of
$596 Get 2nd Glider Rocker

2 Off Reta
.il Price
of
$795
for
W-4
Jolliet $397.

Lant. - Buy Leather Essentials
Reclining Chair & Ottoman
at Reg. Discount Price of $697
Get 2nd Chair & Ottoman
Off Retail Price

of $930 for

$465
OSBOnri
Lane Buy Dual
Reclining Microfiber
Sofa at Rev. Discount
Price of $1023 Get
Matching Dual
Reclining Console
Sofa 1'2 Off Retail

Price of $1197
for $598.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You smile, and the
world smiles with you. At first no
one wants to, but commitment
pays off, though you might need
to rethink a personal matter.
Your energy directed makes you
a..formidable opponent. Think
about others before you home in
on a goal. Tonight. All smiles.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
lir** Slow down and pace yourself. You might be overwhelmed
by everything you need to do in
such a short time. By relaxing
you'll come up with working
Solutions. Take needed timeOuts. If you pace yourself, you
will get a lot more done. Tonight:
Trust your hunches.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You feel that others
demand a lot. This situation
won't change until you stop
doing so much. You are the controller here. Start creating more
of what you want, A meeting
proves to be fruitful and
provocative Tonight Start the
weekend festivities weft

BRO1 HILL - Buy
China at Reg.
Discount Price of
$1799- Get Table, 4
Side Chairs & 2 Arm
Chairs i2 Off Retail

Get Table

Price of $2400 for
$1 1 99.

Price of $1365 for

$682.
Lane - Buy Red
Chenille Sofa at
Reg. Discount Price
of $810 Get Chair
& Ottoman 12 Off

Retail Price of
$1095 for $547.

1S11111. Buy
Black Dresser &
Mirror at Reg.
Discount Price of
$738 Get Poster
Bed I 1 Off Retail

1\ 11.10 IN Buy
Gathering Table
w Lazy Susan & 4
Stools at Reg. Discount
Price of $1217 Get
Granite Top Server 1 2

Price of $657 for

Off Retail Price of
23.5 for $61 7.

$328.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Defer to others knowing your limits, A partner pushes
you to accept more responsibility. which you probably will do.
Still, realize that you know what
works for you and what is too
much. Tonight: A must appearance

Osetilan
Assistance
Ilavellehht

/UHF

fie

—71111

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Look to ramifications,
not just the obvious. A call or
news demands more information before you act on it. You
know what you want. Zero in on
making it so You have a strong
sense of balance. Tonight. Take
off ASAP
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Obama stokes vice president speculation
NEW Y OR K AP)-- Barack
()barna stoked vice presidential
speculation Wednesday with an
unannounced stop at the
Washington law firm of a search
team member and then a flight
to New York fundraisers with
potential pick Hillary Rodham
Clinton and a second vetter
"I'm not going to tell you"
any details, the smiling likely
Democratic
nominee
told
revolters after spending more
than two hours inside a downtown Washington office building where attorney Eric Holder,
a member of his vice presidential search committee, has
offices.
Obama wouldn't say why he
visited the building or whom he
saw there, and the two top aides
at his side — campaign manager
David Plouffe and chief strategist David Axelrod --- also
stayed mum.
The midmorning stop was
one of at least two that weren't
on his public schedule, and aides
would say only that Obama had
pnvete meetings planned while
in Washington. They wouldn't
provide additional details,
including whether Obama had
met with Holder, a partner at
Covington and Burling. The
firm is located just blocks from
the White House that Obama
hopes to occupy come January.
Later, Obama was appearing
with Clinton, his rival-turned
ally who is mentioned as a possibie running mate, at two
fundraisers spanning two days.
Vice
presidential searcher
Caroline Kennedy accompanied
the two on the flight from
Washington.
Aides were tightlipped about
why the trio traveled together
other than to cite the fundraisers.
Kennedy introduced Obama
at one fundraiser Wednesday
evening, asking donors to
"pledge to do all we can to elect
Banick Obama" She did not
mention the running mate
search, Obama, for his part,
praised Clinton, who was not
present. He had finished speaking but returned to the microphone to ask his donors to help
Clinton retire her debt by filling
out fundraising forms left on
every chair.
At a second, smaller event
for larger donors, the former firs
lady introduced Obama as "the

Obama accepts Jackson's
apology for crude remark
CHICAGO (AP)- Democratic presidential candidate Baru*
°name shrugged net a crude comment eared at him by this Rev.
Jesse Jackson, accepting an apology for a remark Jackson'
made sit he contended that Obama wasn't speaking to issuing'
Importent to the black commune

AP
Democratic presidential candidate, Sen Barack Obama, D-III., speaks at a fundraiser in New
York, Wednesday.
person who should take the oath
In a city that revels in the candidates face-to-face.
So-called "short lists" of
of office next January when we intrigue surrounding a vice presfinally see the end of the Bush idential pick. Obama's unan- prospects probably exist, given
nounced stops and traveling how long both campaigns have
administration.They also were appearing companions fueled the guessing been weighing their options.
together at a third fundraiser game about who he would Obama's search committee,
Thursday morning.
choose for the No. 2 spot on the made up of Holder and
Just
before
leaving Democratic ticket — and Kennedy. has been working
Washington, Obama, an Illinois whether he met with any of them since early
June. while
senator, and Clinton. a New at Holder's office or, perhaps, McCain's helper, attorney
yeast senator greeted each other elsewhere at another time.
Arthur B. C'ulvahous.e Jr.. has
on Obama's plane and chatted in
Several people thought to be been
involved
in
the
the aisle for several minutes on Obama's list have indicated Republican's efforts for a couple
before takeoff, but they other- they lack interest in the job. The months.
wise didn't speak. Clinton sat in latest was Virginia Sen. Jim
Time is a consideration for
the first row on the nght side of Webb, who this week said he both candidates as they nan-ow
the plane, Mama sat in the sec- had told Obama he intended to their choices, announce their
ond row on the left and slept for remain in the Senate and "under selections — and hope it promuch of the flight. Kennedy sat no circumstances will I be a can- duces a bump in the polls.
Typically, careful planning
at the front of the plane near the didate for vice president."
two senators.
Both Mama and GOP rival goes into the elaborate, staged
Earlier Wednesday, Clinton John McCain are trying to keep "roll out" of a vice presidential
deflected a reporter's inquiry a tight lid on their searches, pick to get maximum media
about whether she has turned including only a small handful coverage of what is perhaps the
over her personal financial doc- of top aides in the discussions to MOM eagerly anticipated deciuments for Obama's campaign make sure the vetting process is sion a presidential hopeful
makes before accepting their
to review as pan of the vice as discrete as possible.
presidential search, or whether
Nonetheless, each candidate pany'i nomination at the nationshe's even been asked for such is believed to be deep into the al convention.
records.
process of picking a vice presiOhama is making an overseas
Obama al:so spent part of the dential candidate. They may trip later this month to Europe
afternoon at a hotel near the even be to the point of asking and the Middle East, which
Capitol. its campaign didn't potentials for records, such as could make a July 'intim/weannounce that stop either and tax returns, financial holdings, meat difficult, It's also summeralso refused to disclose details medical documents and military time and voters tend to pay little
files, or secretly interviewing attention to politics, and McCain
of it.

Unaware that his microphone
was on dertrig a break for a Fox
News program last Sunday.
Jackson used a slang reference
Se wanting to cut off Obama'a
testicles When he learned
Wednesday that the Fox News
program -The O'Reilly Factor
would air his comments that
night, Jackson apologized for
"hurtful and wrong" remarks
The Obama campaign took a
measured response to the incident, contending in a statement
that Obama hes spoken !or
many years about parental
responsibility as well as "lobs,
iustice and opportunity for all." In this Feb 5, 2008 Ma
'He will continue to speak out photo, Rev. Jesse Jackson
about our restmsibillies to our- holds a Campaign sign for
selves and each other, and he of
Sen. Barack Obama, D-III.,
course accepts Rev. Jackson's
apology.' Onerne campaign In Chicago. Jackson said
Wednesday he's "very
spokesman Bill Burton said
During a break from taping sorry' for comments he
'Fox & Friends" on Sunday, a made about Barack Obama
fellow guest asked Jackson
during what he thought was
about speeches on morality
Obama has given at black a private conversation with
churches Jackson said at a a reporter.
news conference Wednesday
that he responded that Obama's speeches car' come off as
speaking down to black people and that there were other important issues to be addressed, such as unemployment, the modurieis drat the nue-asset of blacks
"It was not a public speech or a declaration," Jackson said,
adding that the comments "will not be helpful.'
"For any harm or hurl that this hot mic private conversation
may have caused, I apologize,' he said in a written apology
released Wednesday.'My support for Sen Obama's campaign is
wide, deep and unequivocal"
could vote on a coVe of bibs
are mindful of that.
The window tightens more later in the day.
A few minutes later and suron Aug. 8 when the Beijing
Olympics
opens, running prising even some of his staff,
through
Aug.
24.
The the motorcade pulled over and
Democratic
National Obama entered the building
Convention in Denver runs Aug. housing Holder's law offices
21-28, immediately followed by through a back door labeled
the Republican convention Sept. 'Tenant Entrance Only,"
1-4 in Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Obama spent most of the day
that on Capitol Hill for a series of
Wednesday's
hint
Obama likely is fully engaged in voter, including on a bill overthe process began around 9:30 hauling rules on secret governa.m., when his entourage, ment eavesdropping.
::.ordingent of
y late kfternoun. °barna'4
reporters, left the Renaissance campaign had disclosed that
Mayflower Hotel, presumably to Clinton and Kennedy would
head to his Senate office in he travel on his plane.
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